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CHAPrER 1 

IN'IRODUCTION 

Chjectives of the Handbook 

Many transit agencies are preparing to J:"r"Chase a microcomputer for 
the first time. The microcomputer must be capable of ferfonning useful 
functions as defined by the transit agency staff, within the specific 
awironment of the organization. Transit managers are faced with a 
spectrum of equipment wch is varied and technically canplex. The J:"r:.. 
!X)se of this handbook is to describe the range of equiprent available, 
and the considerations for selecting equipm:nt to re used in the transit 
industry. 

The material presented rere is intended to be of nost use to nana
gement of small to rcedium-sized transit agencies \\ho have identified a 
need for microcomputers in their agency. It is assured that the user 
has little or oo prior experience with microcanputers. 

'lhe Role of Microcomputers in Transit 

Inexpensive, mass produced microcomputers have made the use of com
~ters a real possibility for small to nedium-sized transit systems 
v.hose limited h.ldgets fonnerly precluded the application of computers in 
their operations. Microccmputers, contrary to i:opular ferceptions, have 
been available for CNer a decade. The earliest microcanputers -were 
relatively obscure, ill suited for use by th:>se unfamiliar with computer 
progranming, generally slow, and had a restricted range of applications. 
lbwever, trey -were quite capable of ferforming a nunber of canplex 
tasks. The distinguishing features of today's microcomputers are their 
(1) broader availability, (2) wide range of applications, and nnst 
important, ( 3) ease of use. Without tfiese last two features microcom
~ter use "'10u1d probably remain in the domain of computer progranmers 
and re devoted to specialized, single-purpose tasks. The usefulness of 
microcomputers is made possible by the developrent of application 
programs general enough to rreet the needs of many unrelated businesses. 
These programs are also quite easy to use, reducing the complexity of 
canputer use to rearly the level of skill required for using calculators 
or typewriters. 

The transit industry is rapidly recognizing the promise of this 
teclnology, and roopting it ~cordingly. A substantial runber of agen
cies are tEing microcomputers for a variety of tasks, and meny mre are 
in the process of acquiring ooe. Che of the first areas \there meny 
operations realize benefits from their microcanputers is in the applica
tion of generic programs. In the longer term, more specialized applica
tion programs, either rustom developed for a particular agency, or for 
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the industry as a \thole, will have profound impact en the management of 
transit operations. 

The ''microcomputer revolution" is still tnderway. ~lopment of 
new technology, software to take advantage of its capabilities, new con
cepts in software, and a rrore widespread tnderstanding of the uses of 
computers is taking place rapidly. Whatever developments take place in 
the future, the capabilities of the present generation of technology 
will talce time for the industry to digest. 

Components of the Microcomputer System 

A microcomputer system consists of three elements: the program or 
software, the computer itself and its attachments or hardware, and an 
operating system which links the two. These three elements are JD.ltually 
supportive, and rrust all be compatible. 

Software 

The application program or software, is the reason for computer 
use. It is the elerent with \thich the user comes into daily contact, 
and which makes the machine either valuable or ineffective for an appli
cation. In all selection decisions concerning the system, it is the 
final application, and thus the application program, "'1.ich is the bottan 
line. A program rray be p.irchased or ootained ready-to-use, or it may be 
written in a programming language by agency staff or an outside 
programmer for your specific p..irpose. 

Hardware 

The hardware is the tool which i:erforms the tasks defined by the 
program. The core is the computer itself, including the microprocessor, 
and other equipment within the computer. Additional components, called 
11peripherals," are attached to the computer. They may include disk dri
ves, the keyboard, monitor, printer, and Erlditional optional equiprnent 
such as a nod.em for corrmunications and a hard disk for data storage. 
The hardware items rrrust be JX)werful enough to i:erform the tasks required 
by the program within the context of the agency's operation. 

~rating System 

The operating system is a master program which acts as interface 
between the hardware and the application software. It controls the 
hardware as required by the program, and i:erforms a rumber of fundamen
tal tasks corrmon to all applications. For example, \then a program 
requires printing some data it tells the operating system, \\hich then 
alerts the computer to send the rressage and data to the printer. A 
similar function is i:erformed for the display screen and keyboard. The 
operating system includes programs \\hich allow the user to i:erform a 
number of routine musekeeping tasks, such as copying disks. Operating 
systems, programming languages, and utilities, \thich are all programs 
but have no actual application by themselves, are called "system 
software." They support the developrnent and use of the actual applica
tion software. 
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A companion handbook, Microcomputers in Transit: A Software 
Handbook, deals with applications and system software. 

Structure of the Handbook 

Material is presented in the order in W1.ich it is likely to re 
required in selecting a system. Chapter 2 sumnarizes the preparation 
lt.trl.ch is required refore starting to oonsider specific pieces of 
equipment, and discusses general oonsiderations in selecting hardware. 
Oi.a.pter 3 deals with the dlaracteristics of the oomputer itself. The 
various types of equiprent Wlich are attached to the computer, for com
nunicating with it , storing data, and other purposes , are rescribed in 
Oi.a.pters 4, 5, and 6 respectively. A glossary of technical terms and 
list of references are included in Appendices A and B. 

It is impossible to avoid the use of brand names in this 
discussion. The inmtion of any specific brand of equiprrent in oo way 
implies an rodorserrent of the product. This cbcument does oot attempt 
to describe all equiprent en the market, but rather to present concepts 
with Wlich the products can re evaluated. 

\-e lnpe this handbook provides a useful starting point for 
selecting microcomputer components and clarifies some of the complexi
ties of tre subject. Good lucid 



CHAPI'ER 2 

BEFCRE CDNSIDERING HARWARE 

The technology and equ.ipi:rent v.hich make up a microcomputer system 
are impressive and intriguing, as YA=ll as reing quite complex. Before 
becoming involved with the technical aspects of the equipi:rent, you 
should consider fuur general issues concerning its selection. First, 
selection of hardware should cnly be pa.rt of a process designed to pro
vide a microcomputer system which fits the needs of the agency; the 
software is the rrore important pa.rt of the system. Second, an OV"erview 
of how the parts of a microcanputer system fit together is needed to 
understand the requirements of each element . Third , several general 
considerations apply to the selection of each piece of hardware in the 
system. Finally, the alternative oources of computer equ.iprrent offer 
advantages and disadvantages . These fuur issues are a::ldressed in this 
chapter. 

The Selection Process 

As a general rule, the selection of a microcanputer system should 
depend en the availability of programs that will n:eet the needs of the 
agency. For this reason, tre process of selecting a microcomputer con
sists of three steps: 

1. Assessing the reed fur automation. 

2. Identifying and selecting ooftware. 

3. Selecting hardware. 

Fach of these steps requires a significant am01.mt of time. The 
time and effort will contribute to IIDre successful integration of the 
microcomputer and software with the tasks of the organization. A short 
discussion of the three steps fullows. The first two are c:Escribed in 
n:ore detail in a companion cbCUirent entitled Microcomputers in Transit: 
A Software Handbook. 

Step 1 : Needs Assessment 

The first step in preparing fur selecting a microcomputer system is 
identifying the specific tasks v.hich w:mld renefit from automation. 
This requires rnderstanding what a microcomputer can contribute in 
general, and identifying specific applications \o.here the teclmology can 
improve the perfonnance of a task. 
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Benefits of automation. There are three types of tasks that can
puters are v.ell suited to perform. First , tasks involving long and 
repetitive calculations take advantage of the computer's speed. 
Accounting functions are usually of this type. Second, tasks requiring 
repeated testing of various assunptions or scenarios may be perfo~ 
efficiently with a computer. Revising a letter and testing a range of 
fare policies are examples of this. Finally, tasks requiring repeated 
retrieval and m9Ilipulation of large arocrunts of data make use of the 
computer's ability to organize and store data. Analysis of data oo 
absenteeism or fluids constmption falls :into this category. 

The benefits that can be cbtained from automation of these tasks 
are also of three types: 

1. Time savings may result from faster completion of calculations 
and m9.intenance of data. The value of the time <Epends oo \\hose 
time is saved. Although staff is mlikely to be reduced, alter
native and 1IOre valuable uses may be nade of employee time. A 
manager m9.y be freed from the rrechanics of problem solving to con
sider the alternatives and rrethods rrore carefully. 

2. Flexibility is offered to managers , mo can use microcanputers 
to examine a broader range of alternative solutions than could be 
done manually. The sensitivity of a forecast to various assunptions 
can be explored. 

3. Jdditi.coal. information can be provided for 1IOre complete uonitoring 
of system perform9.nce and rrore :infonned CEcision-making. Iata \\hich 
was previously too cumbersome to summarize :in many ways can be 
rapidly manipulated in response to µ:trticular information needs. 

Evalua~ tasks . Each task that is a potential candidate for 
automation ~d be examined carefully for the benefits \\hich may be 
obtained. Q..testions \>hich help to identify the type of benefits that 
could occur include: 

1. Are any of the steps :in the task appropriate for automation? 

2. lbw much time might be saved? 

3. lbw could automation improve performance of the task, by providing 
additional useful information, for example? 

4. Are staff receptive to using a microcomputer? 

5. How is the task connected to other activities \-hi.ch might constrain 
automation? 

'Reviewing each task in light of these cpestions will clarify \that, if 
any, benefits might be expected from automation of the task. 
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Cbnstra:ints, such as staff receptiveness and interconnection between 
tasks, will also be indicated. While it is impossible to q..iantify bene
fits :in c:bllar terms for a strict cost benefit analysis, sunmariz:ing 
expected benefits will clarify W1B.t is being obtained for the cost of 
the system. 

Step 2: Software Selection 

The feasibility of us:ing a microcomputer for the tasks that have 
been identified cepends on the availability of a program that will do 
the necessary job. 

'fypes of software. There are two broad categories of ooftware: 

- General-purpose generic ooftware. 
- Application ooftware. 

Generic programs are lilllti-purpose tools vhich can be applied to a 
range of business functions. Spreadsheets, \<oOrd processors, and data
base managers are the ma.:in types of generic programs. Application 
pr~ams are resigned to perform a pg.rticular :function either in general 
bus1.0ess or in the transit industry. Accounting software and ma.:in
tenance management programs are examples of this. 

Explor:ing the range of software v.hich can contribute to agency 
functions will clarify W"lB.t microcomputer applications are feasible in 
your agency. A program to perform some :functions may be too expensive 
for the benefits it is likely to generate. 

Selecting software. F:inally, specific programs of each type that 
has been identified should be selected. Five general categories of cri
terion should be considered in selecting programs: 

1. Tech:dcal constraints. General di.aracteristics of the system may 
affect the programs v.hich can be included. A hard disk, multi-user 
system, or COl:IPatibility with an existing computer are examples of 
these constra1.0ts. 

2. System oonsideratioos. The rarts of the system should \<oOrk together 
to provide a well-integrated set of programs flexible enough to rreet 
the present and future needs of the agency. 

3. User considerations. The programs should be convenient :fur agency 
staff to use. lt>t ooly soould the program itself be easy to learn 
and use , but it should also fit agency operating procedures with a 
minimum of disruption. 

4. Application oonsideratioos. Specific technical limitations will 
apply to each particular application being considered. The program 
should be able to ~conm:xiate the particular conditions of the tran
sit agency. 
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5. Chit- The cost of the program includes hidden elements beyond the 
purchase price. Staff time for training and learning the applica
tion ImJ.St be considered as \-tell as time for setting up the applica
tion and entering initial data. 

Step 3: Hardware Selection 

The selection of hardware is the topic of this handbook and is 
addressed in detail in the material which fullows. It is important that 
hardware selection be viewed as cne part of the process, the objective 
of \ohich is to acquire a tool which fits and benefits the agency. The 
selection of microcomputer hardware should be driven by the applications 
\ohich will be automated and the software required by those applications. 

System requirements. The first level of <Efinition of the hardware 
requirements takes place during the needs assessrent phase. 1\-A:) charac
teristics of the system can be irlentified at this point. The arount and 
nature of data to be stored will <Etermine the appropriate furm of mass 
storage and the need fur a hard disk drive. The interrelationships bet
ween the applications and need for sharing data between users will indi
cate row much coordination between users of the system is needed. 

Application requirements. Specific applications ma.y also constrain 
software selection. If the microcomputer is to be \Eed fur \<.Ord pro
cessing, for example, a letter quality printer will be recessary. 
Graphics require certain types of monitors and printers. In sore cir
a.mstances, for ridesharing applications for instance, portability may 
be a desirable feature. 

Software constraints . Finally, the programs to be run en the 
microcomputer may dictate certain hardware requirements. The q:,erating 
system selected will suggest a family of microcomputers to consider. In 
some cases a transit application program may cnly nm en a specific 
machine. 

In order to define these effects of the applications en your needs 
it is essential to have a q.iite specific plan fur the use of the micro
computer before selecting ene. The machine itself is of ro use without 
the software to nm en it. The software is cnly as valuable as its use
fulness to the agency. 

The Anatomy of a Microcomputer System 

A microcomputer system is actually a collection of pirts as 
illustrated in Figure 2 .1. Each element rrust be selected to be role tD 
v.Urk effectively with the other elements of the system. Buying a micro
computer is somewhat like ruying a car with standard equipnent and 
options. 

The c.omputer 

The core of the system is the microcomputer itself. 
is roughly analagous to the amplifier of a stereo system. 

The computer 
You can plug 
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a variety of cptional pieces of equiprrent, called ~ripherals, into the 
computer in rruch the ~ way that speakers and turntables are connected 
through the amplifier. The microcomputer can be rrodified with optional 
enhancements, v.hereas an amplifier usually can oot. 

Tue reart of the microcomputer is the central processing unit, or 
Q>U. This is actually a tiny computer en a "chip. 11 (The INfEL 8088 or 
Zilog Z80 chips are conmon roes . ) The CPU does al 1 the thinking in the 
canputer, all the calculations, and directs all the manipulation of 
data. 

The cru is connected to the other parts of the microcomputer by a 
''bus". The bus rroves data and instnictions from the CPU to nemory or 
the ~ripherals. The other parts of the computer are either hJoked 
into the bus ~nna.nently, as internal memory is, or connected by means 
of "slots" which can be used as required to plug in ex:tra components. 

Tue computer itself contains b-.u types of rremory. Read roly memory 
(R01) stores material which is ~nnanently recorded in the computer at 
the factory. This material is primarily programned instructions to the 
canputer. Random access nerrory (RAM) is roly active men the computer 
is turned on . It is used to store programs, data, and other information 
temporarily ; when the computer is turned off it is erased. 

Peripherals . 

Many of the ~ripherals \>hich can be attached are used for com
nunicating with the computer. The l<eyboard provides conmunication from 

· the user to the computer. The nonitor and printer allow the computer to 
corrmunicate with the user. Modems are used to connect tvlO computers to 
allow them to corrmtmicate with each other. 

A:lditional nanory, or mass storage, is provided rutside the com
puter by floppy disks or hard disks . In order to \Ee material stored co 
disks the computer I111St read it and store it in RAM. Memory can al so be 
purchased for other special purposes, such as facilitating printing. 

Controllers 

Between the bus and nost ~ripherals is a controller. This 
controller coordinates the :instnictions sent by the CPU with the 
instructions required by the ~ripheral equipnent. In some cases the 
controller is ~nnanently installed in either the computer or the 
peripheral. In other cases it nust be p..irchased as a separate circuit 
board which plugs into cne of the slots . 

'1he basic components of a computer system useful for transit appli
cations are: 

1. The computer itself (discussed in Chapter 3) including: 

- the cru, 
- read ooly memory (RCM) 
- random access merrory (RAM) 
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2. Input/ Output revices ( covered in Chapter 4) such as : 

- the keyboard 
- video rronitor 
- printer 

3. Mass storage oovices (described in Chapter 5) including: 

- floppy disk drives 
- hard disk drives 

4. IRvi.ce controllers and circuitry ( discussed in relation to each 
system component). 

How the Computer Works 

The interrelationship of the components of the computer can be 
clarified by a brief image of row the computer Y.Orks. The q,eration of 
the computer can be imagined as a series of relatively simple actions 
~ch combine to form the complex task the computer performs. These 
actions include: 

1. Reading instructions from a keyboard, storage oovice or nanory, and 
ececuting them. 

2. Transferring data from one n:ernory or storage revice to another, such 
as from a disk drive to random access rrenory (RAM). 

3. llitputting the results of a computation by taking the result stored 
in neioory and writing it on a disk for future use or printing it in 
a report for review by users . 

Three comroon procedures \ohich illustrate the operation of the computer 
are turning it on, running a program, am turning it off. 

Turning on ( Booting) the C,omputer 

\.hen the computer is off, all the memory is anpty except fur the 
read only memory (RCM). The computer uses the material contained in 
the CPU and RCM to start itself up again and prepare for applications. 
This process is called bootstrapping or simply booting the computer. 

The computer is turned en by turning on the power &-Witch. As soon 
as the cru gets p::>wer it looks in ROM fur an instruction. ROM may tell 
the CPU to check various parts of the computer to nake sure they are 
:6.mctioning correctly. ~n this has been completed, the next instruc
tion the CRJ finds in ROM tells it to read a file containing the 
operating system from the disk drive, am to store the contents in RAM. 
Having loaded the operating system, the computer is oow ready fur other 
applications, and waits fur an instruction telling it what to oo next. 
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&xne computers have the operating system permanently progr~ in 
RCM. This simplifies turning co the computer, because it does rot have 
to read the system from a nass storage ~vice , but is imnediately ready 
for applications. 

Running a Program 

After booting, t~ computer is ready fur further instructions. 
Often the next instruction tells it to run a given program. For 
example, a user might want to run a furecasting program called 'IRENDS. 
The CPU looks oo the disk drives fur a program file cal led 'IRENDS, reads 
the contents from t~ disk, and stores them in RAM. The program file is 
actually a list of cooniands to the CPU. When the computer starts to nm 
the program it starts with the top coa:mand, and ex:ecutes each coe mtil 
it comes to the rod of the program. Each conmand might be an instruc
tion to read data from a disk, store it in RAM, perform a mathematical 
or logical function en stored data, store the result , write ootput co a 
disk, or print it. 

Milly coo:mercial programs are read and nm a.itomatically from a disk 
\\hen the computer is turned on. These programs are stored in a file 
\o.bi.ch tel ls the computer to read it first , as soon as the operating 
system has been loaded. As a result, the operator does oot have to 
explicitly tell the computer to run the program. This makes ~ program 
easier to use . 

Turning off the Computer 

The computer is turned off by turning off the power. Irmediately 
the operating system, programs, and data that \\ere stored in RAM are 
erased. All material stored in RAM can be saved by writing it on a 
floppy or ha.rd disk before turning the computer off. The ~rmanent RCM 
remains to bootstrap the computer fur its next use. 

General Considerations in Hardware Selection 

The factors mich contribute to relection of hardware may be 
grouped into four types : 

1. Application considerations. 

2. C.Ompatibility and flexibility. 

3. Reliability and support. 

4. C.Ost. 

Application Considerations 

Requirements are placed oo the equipment by the applications fur 
\\hich it will be used. These considerations generally define \\bat pieces 
of equipment are needed, such as a letter quality printer or a ha.rd disk. 



'1he converse of this relationship is that each piece of the system should 
have a reason for being there. It should be !X)SSible to ecplain vhy each 
element is needed for the system to oo the job required of it. 

:t-bst of the general requirenents of the system will be established 
during needs assessment and ooftware selection. 'The ~erating system 
selected will limit vhich computers can be used. A list of data to be 
stored can be prepared for use in relecting the type and amount of mass 
storage. The type of printers required will be ootennined by the amount 
of ~rd processing and graphics to be oone. The amount of RAM required 
will be known from tre ooftware to be used. C,oommications and multi
user reeds will be based en the applications, µ,.ysical locations of 
equipment, and amount of use the microcomputers are likely to receive. 

Compatibility and Flexibility 

1D order for the computer to retain its usefulness in the agency it 
may reed to be compatible with other equipn:ent and should be flexilile to 
a:comm:x:late future needs . 

In n:any situations it is desirable for a microcomputer to be a::m
~tible with equipment in we in other agencies or in the transit 
industry as a "9hole. This facilitates sharing of development costs for 
application programs, sharing of experiences, training en the equipment, 
and sharing of data and programs . For these VJrPOses computers should 
re able to nm the sane programs and operating system. Identical disk 
formatting may re desired so that programs arrl data can be ecchanged. 

This consideration may lead to relection of a !X)pular or coonner
cially successful machine, although it may oot be the nnst tedmically 
suitable. Alternatively a computer vhich is "compatible" with the market 
leaders may re considered. 'These are likely to be less expensive, but 
rot all machines designated compatible are truly so. Software packages 
designed for ene microcomputer may oot operate properly on compatible 
equipment. This is due to the basic input output system (BIOS) which is 
pennanently programmed in the read enly memory chips of the machines. 
The BIOS is a proprietary program, protected by copywrite laws, and is 
mique to each brand of microcomputer. A program may take advantage of 
certain features of the BIIB of one microcomputer that are not fuund on 
the · compatible machine's BIOS ; those parts of the software package will 
rot ~rk en t:re compatible machine. This is oot ~h of a problem for 
the mre popular ooftware packages, such as Lotus 1-2-3, but you should 
check to make sure that ooftware packages you have selected can be used 
oo the compatible equipIIEnt you are considering. 

If an existing mini or rrainframe computer is to re used with the 
microcomputer it may be desired to use the microcomputer as a tenninal 
to t:re larger computer. This may limit the selection of microcomputers. 
Special communications hardware may also be required. 

Flexibility is required for the microcomputer to continue to be 
useful to the agency. New applications may be identified and rew tech
nical breakthroughs may be v.0rth incorporating in the system. Although 
the technology is changing rapidly in this area, a microcomputer vhich 
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is rot state-of-the-art may continue to nEet an agency's meds for 
years. The chances for continued viability of the systan are increased 
if it is one \thich rrany people are using, and which will continue to re 
supported by prograrrmers and developers of new technical products. 'The 
exception to this is the case \there a microcomputer is being purchased 
for, and will continue to be used for, a single -well-defined applica
tion. 

Reliability and Support 

Chee the microcomputer has been incorporated in the daily func
tioning of the agency, any breakdown could 1:e very inconvenient or even 
costly. For this reason it is important to consider the possibility 
\-.hen selecting equipment. In general, equipn:ent which is widely used 
and locally distributed is likely to have a nore accessible repair staff 
than an exotic machine purchased by mail order . The two components of 
the system which are IIOst likely to fail , due to noving parts, are the 
disk drives and the printer. Ideally, a oource of temporary replacement 
equipment for use during a breakdown should 1:e available. This is a 
good reason to maintain internal consistency and duplication '\tthen 
selecting equipment , rather than purchasing cne each of several 
varieties of computer. If one piece of equipment fails, it is ~lpful 
to have a canpatible back up in the agency. This is particularly impor
tant for printers and disk drives, which have nore noving parts than 
other components and are rrore likely to break down. 

It is also likely that minor problems will occur when setting up 
and using the system. Again, consider ~ther support is available to 
answer questions or troubleshoot these problems. 

Cost 

The microcomputer itself is cnly cne element of the cost of setting 
up the system. A budget should re prepared including the various costs 
of setting up the microcomputer system. Other costs include ooftware, 
staff training, application developn:ent and implementation. 

It is a good idea to get several hardware cost estimates for nore 
than bureaucratic reasons. Different suppliers may be able to offer 
different aroounts of support, discount rates, or free ooftware with the 
microcomputer. 'Ihe process of getting cost estimates provides an oppor
tt.mity to discuss the available equiprrent with your suppliers and tee~ 
IIOre familiar with the alternatives . 

'Ihe cost of machines with similar specifications does vary, and 
there are a number of less expensive variations of the market leaders. 
In considering this alternative ~ cost savings should be oolanced 
against other less quantifiable attributes of the machine, such as the 
anount of support available, ease of getting repairs and the likelihood 
of its being kept up-to-date and supported in the future. 

&:>ftware is the key to the system's usefulness ; it is important to 
provide ample resources for buying programs. If only generic programs, 
such as V>Drd processors , database managers and spreadsheets, are used a 
minimum of 15% of the equipn:ent cost will re required for ooftware. If 
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my application software, such as accrn.mting packages or transit-speci
fic camercial programs, are used, their cost oould easily be greater 
than that of the computer itself. Cust001 programming wil 1 be I1Dre 
expensive still. 

The staff using yrur system smuld be canfortable with it and have 
immediate access to at least ooe person with a good general 
Ulderstanding of the rrechine 's operation to ensure its usefulness. For 
this reason it is important to provide an appropriate amol.lllt of training 
to users. Depending on :individual requirerrents, this may be a transit
specific training course, a course at a computer store on a particular 
program, or a rrore technical course co microcomputer operation. In 
addition to the direct costs of training, early sessions with the com
puter may be rnproductive arrl time-consuming, a hidden cost that should 
be recognized. 

The &velopment of applications for your agency is an essential 
task in making the system useful . In some situations agency staff may 
have the time to &dicate to this process, as well as sufficient 
mderstanding of the software 1D use it effectively. In other cir
cumstances it rray be v.0rth~ile to hire someone to v.Urk with the future 
mer of the application in &veloping it; this ensures rrore rapid use of 
the system, and may also provide an opportl.lllity for staff to learn about 
the system operation. 

Some applications require a larg~ 8IIXJ\.lllt of initial mn-programning 
-...ork in setting trem up. For example, the current list of clients may 
reed to be entered , or the d:lart of accounts may need to be set up 
before using an accounting system. This mn-technical v.Urk creates a 
barrier to implementing the system, as well as &rroralizing staff on 
their first contact with the microcomputer. Temporary staff can be used 
to complete these tasks in a timely way without disrupting day-to-day 
operations. 

1he cost of a microcomputer system includes these elements in addi
tion to the cost of the hardware. They should be estimated prior to 
determining h::>w much is really available for purchasing the equip-ment 
itself. 

Buying the Microcomputer 

In rrost cases, equipment can be p..n-chased at a local computer store 
or from a mail order muse. Although you are likely to have some 
problems with many computer stores, ongoing realer support will be close 
at hand. lbwever :in some situations, substantial savings can be 
chtained by mail ordering. 

Retail Computer Stores 

The microcomputer industry is manging rapidly, and this is 
reflected by many retail rut lets. The sales staff IIJ.lst handle a large 
rumber of constantly changing products and cannot be :familiar with them 
all. Be prepared to ask as many questions as you need to become comfort-
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role with your selection, arrl expect to wait for oome answers. Take 
time with dem::mstrations of equiprent in the store, or find other owners 
of the equipment with w-iom to discuss it. Sales staff may also suggest 
products w-iich have been annOl..lllced or are newly oo the market rut have 
not yet been delivered. Whenever i:ossible avoid p..irchasing equipment 
v.hich will have a delivery delay; otherwise, expect a long wait. 

ht oovantage to \-K>rking with local oomputer dealers is that they 
will be able to provide support for your system. If your equipment 
malfunctions they may be able to provide a replacement machine mtil 
your computer is repaired. Answers to your q..iestions and early dif
ficulties should also be available. 

~p around at a number of stores. 'The inventory any one store can · 
maintain is limited, oo you are likely to find different products at the 
different stores. You may also be d:>le to ~t a discOl..lllt from list pri
ces at oome rut lets. 

In general it is preferable to p..irchase all hardware from the same 
supplier, even though some cost savings may be available by purchasing 
components separately. One of the rrore troublesome aspects of 
assembling a system is making sure that the various elements \-K>rk 
together; if they are all ootained from the same oource it is clear 
mere to go for relp. This also relps to establish a mre supportive 
relationship with the supplier. 

Mail Order Houses 

Mail order muses, v.hich erlvertise in many microcomputer magazines, 
may be good sources for oome elements of your system. Try to check the 
reputation of a nail order operation by ecploring the length oft~ it 
has been in bJsiness and the availabil-ity of technical support by 
phone. Mail order muses usually offer healthy discOl..lllts oo their 
rrerchandise ; however, support is far Efway if problems arise. For this 
reason they are best for supplying standard or often used components 
v.hich you are confident about installing yourself. 



CHAPl'ER 3 

'llIE CDMPUTill 

The reart of the mi.crocomputer systan is the microcomputer itself. 
The microcomputer detennines the character of the systan as a \J:lole and 
CX)()rdinates the various ~ripheral devices mi.ch may be looked up to it. 
The elements of interest . in choosing a computer are the central pro
cessing mit (CPU), random access nem:>ry (RAM), expansion slots, and 
several optional aid-ons. 

Central Processing Unit (CPU) 

The central processing unit ( CPU) is a microprocessor \lhich is the 
brain of the canputer. F.ach microcomputer en the market is ruilt around 
the CRJ selected by its designer. The operating systems are also writ
ten for specific CPU microprocessors . There are less than ten CPU 
microprocessors \\hich are used in m4ny microcomputers at this time. As 
a result, most microcomputers can be grouped into families sharing a 
coom:m CPU microprocessor and operating system. Ch>osing the CPU of a 
microcomputer effectively determines mi.ch family of microcomputers and 
qJerating system will be i.sed. In f.a.ct, the decision is likely to occur 
the other way: choosing the operating system will detennine the CPU arrl 
family of microcomputers \\hich is appropriate. 

A microprocessor itself is a miniature computer. It ~rforms the 
functions of thousands of transistors and connecting circuits, mi.ch are 
etched as an integrated circuit ento a silicon crystal chip in a pho
tographic miniaturization process. While it is possible to create a 
microcomputer based en a single microprocessor, most microcomputers con
tain several mi.croprocessors, each cne designed to r.erfonn a certain 
task, coordinated by the central CPU microprocessor. 

The cru is the \oK)rk h::>rse of the microcomputer. It converts 
prograns into the basic funn useable by the microprocessor and either 
carries O.Jt the duties or parcels them out to other microprocessors. 
The CPU also directs the flow of information from the input devices, 
such as the keyboard, to the output devices , b'lleh as the printer or 
JlX)tlitor. 

!YJ>es of CPU 

The two attributes \\hich differ between CPUs are bit size and clock 
speed. Both determine the speed and oomputational abilities of the 
microprocessor. 
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Bit size. All data and instructions to tm computer are made q> of 
bits (Binary Digits). Each bit is a single digit \\hi.ch can be either 
ooly a 1 or a 0. The individual bits are handled in groups of 8, called 
bytes . Each byte represents one character of information ( a letter, 
symbol, or digit) to the computer. The bit size of a CPU is . tm size of 
the mit of information that the computer can w.,rk with and detennines 
the speed of the computer a1d the total arootmt of neoory that it can 
use. The higher the bit size of the microprocessor, the faster it can 
process information. A chip wch processes data 16 bits, or 2 bytes, 
at a time is faster than an 8 bit chip. 

M:>st microcomputers in use have 8 bit microprocessors. Sixteen bit 
microprocessors are becoming mre comnon, and 32 bit microprocessors are 
just beginning to enter the nsrketplace. More complicated are the 8/16 
bit microprocessor, such as the Intel 8088, and the 16/32 bit micropro
cessor, such as the Motorola MC 68000. An 8/16 bit chip is a 16 bit 
microprocessor b.J.t the data b.J.s , \Jlich arrries information to aoo from 
the cru for processing, is cnly 8 bits wide. \.hen two 8 bit parcels of 
information are received by the 8/16 microprocessor, they are combined 
and processed as cne 16 bit !Srcel of information. Cnce acted upon, the 
result is broken down into 8 bit ISrcels and sent rut on the data b.J.s 
for the appropriate rutput device or uanory location. As is to re 
expected, this 8/16 bit microprocessor is marginally slower than a 16 
bit CRJ with a 16 bit data b.J.s b.J.t it is faster than an 8 bit CPU with 
an 8 bit data b.J.s. Likewise, a 16/32 bit microprocessor is a 32 bit 
processor internally with a 16 bit external data b.J.s. 

'1he rationale mderlying the use of a narrower data b.J.s by manufac
turers is principally that of software availability. The first set of 
successful microcomputers were based en an 8 bit ·microprocessor. rue to 
the widespread acceptance of these 8 bit mchines and the length of time 
they have been on the mrket, a very large rumber of ccmnercially suc
cessful software packages are available. Microcanput:er manufacturers 
introducing new machines to the mrket wish to use 16 bit micropro
cessors and also make tleir new machines as compatible as p:,ssible with 
the software already available. By staying with the 8 bit data bus, 
the newer generation of computers can run the older software with minor 
m:xiifications . New software, taking advantage of the microprocessors' 
16 bit capabilities can then be developed at a mre leisurely pace. 

'1he 8 bit microprocessors found in rrost microcomputers · include the 
Zilog Z-80 and Z-80A, the CBM 6502 ( formerly MlSTFK 6502) and 6502A, 
and the Intel 8080 and 8085. The two m::,st o:mnonly found 8 bit 
microprocessors are the Z-80 ( Z-80A) and the C1l1 6502. 

True 16 bit microprocessors, that is , th:>se \Jlich have a 16 bit CPU 
and a 16 bit data b.J.s, are comparatively rare. The 16/16 bit micropro
cessors are the Intel 8086, the Zilog_8001, and the DEC PDP-11/23. Far 
m::,re ccrmoon are the microcomputers ~ch use the 16 bit microprocessor 
with an 8 bit data liis. Virtually all of these machines rely on the 
Intel 8088 CPU. 
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Microcomputers with 32 bit microprocessors and 16 bit data buses 
are mw becoming available. ~ fuw machines wu.ch are presently 
available ~nerally use the Motorola 68000 CPU. Zilog produces the 
Z8000, a 16/32 bit chip, \-hich is fumd in a few machines. Exceedingly 
rare in the market place are true 32 bit microcomputers . 1h:>se that are 
available use proprietary 32 bit microprocessors and have a restricted 
range of comnercially available applications. These machines are pri
marily oriented towards the scientific application market, and, fur the 
present, need not concern transit systems. In the future though, you 
my expect to find a wide availability of the true 32 bit machines. 
The nost usual CPU chips are sumnarized in Figure 3 .1. 

Clock speed. Clock speed is of importance men discussing the 
speed of a CPU, fur the clock detennines the frequency of occurrence of 
an activity performed by the CPU. The clock speed is ueasured in rega
~rtz, or million cycles ~r second. Typical clock speeds found in 
microcomputers range from slightly aver 1 regahertz to 8 megahertz arrl 
the Motorola 68000 has a clock speed of 10 megahertz. With all else 
being equal, a computer with a 4 megahertz · clock will be roughly twice · 
as fast as ooe with a 2 1:1Egahartz clock. Sane computer manufacturers 
use a separate clock chip to contro 1 the CPU. Others use a CPU with a 
clock built into the dtlp. 

Selection Considerations 

1wo interrelated d18.racteristics of the CPU which are important in 
the selection of a mi.crocomputer are the operating system it uses, and 
the bit size of the nschine. The clock speed is al.so important fur SOl:IE 

specialized applications. 

C£erating system. If a needs assessment and selection of software 
have been completed, the q,erating system which is ~ded will have been 
identified. Since q,erating systems are written fur a specific 
microprocessor, specifying an q,erating system will limit the candidate 
microcomputers to the family of machines using that microprocessor. 

Generally speaking, the popular 8 bit microcomputers use the CP/M 
(control programlmicrocomputers) operating system, devel~d by Digital 
ksearch. The 16 bit nachines (both 8/16 an:i 16/16) are nost commonly 
found with a version of r-f>-00S ( disk q,erating system) developed by 
Microsoft. The 32 bit nachines currently available use proprietary 
operating systems, alt:houg)l it is expected that the UNIX operating 
system <Eveloped by ATI's Bell Labs will be widely used in the future. 
'Ihe Apple and Radio Shack microcomputers use their awn proprietary 
operating systems. 

Bit size. The bit size is the nost significant difference between 
microprocessors. The bit size affects two characteristics of the com
puter ~ch are interesting to the user, speed, and aroount of memory. 
'Ihe operating system written for a CPU microprocessor is limited by the 
inysical capabilities of the CPU. 
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'1he higher the bit size of a microprocessor, the faster it is. For 
many applications the speed of the CPU has little significance; t~ 
length of time it takes to oo a task is constrained by the speed of 
using the 'keyboard, printing, reading data from rod writing to disks, 
and the design of the programs being used. 

'lhere are two exceptions to this. The first is an application 
requiring IlllllY computations, such as statistical analysis of large 
aoounts of data. For this specific type of task, the time used by th:! 
microprocessor to perform t~ calculations could becone a significant 
portion of the total tine to cb the task. A second condition requiring 
high speed occurs tiihen a .single CPU microprocessor is being used by 
several people at the sane time as a Ill.llti-user system. In this case a 
slow CFU cannot keep up with the ~s of the users at their separate 
keyboards . Ea.ch user will mtice a delay \thile the CPU finishes other 
\.5ers' -work. For this reason multi-user systems use 32 bit CPU 
mi..croprocessors, ~ich are fa.st enough that a number of users c.an share 
them without delays. In some circtm1Stances, 16 bit microcomputers can 
be shared by two or three people without serious CE lays. 

'1he am::runt of random access n:eIOOry \thi.ch can be l.5ed by a CPU ls 
al.so related to the bit si~, as is discussed later in this chapter. 
Farly 8 bit canputers had insufficient nanory for many applications. 
lbwever 16 bit and 32 bit microcomputers are capable of providing snple 
IIeOOry fur 11Dst applications. 

Clock speed. For 11Dst users the clock speed of a CPU micropro
cessor cEes mt Illlke nuch difference. The slowest ones are so fust that 
delays caused by them are imperceptible. Speed may becane significant 
for rare applications involving many complex calculations. 

~ry 

'1he second eleuent of interest in a microcomputer is neoory, Wlich 
is needed to store programs, data, and intermediate results. The nemory 
that is fuund in microcomputers stores information en silicon chips. 
The two types of IISlX)ry used in microcomputers are read only nanory 
(RCM), and random access ne11Dry (RAM). 

Read Only Mem:>ry (RCM) 

Read only mem::>ry has a set of permanently programned instructions 
Wlich, in the simplest case, .a:tivates the various ?J.rts of the canputer 
aid prepares the CPU for \\Ork \\hen the computer is first turned en. 
0:her RCM devices may have the instruction set for an entire programni.ng 
language, such as BASIC, or an operating system, permanently program:ned 
into them. 

Two special examples of ROM are being <Eveloped and may be 
increasingly used in microcomputers. Progranmable read only memory 
(PRCM), and erasable progranmable read cnly meroory (EPR01) devices are 
similar to RCM, in that they store a basic set of instructions ~ch the 
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computer or peripheral devices will al.ways reed in order to perform use
ful work. Unlike RCN, in \thich the instructions are progranmed at the 
factory, PRCM and EPR01 are programned by the user. Chee a ffiCM device 
has been programned to perform certain duties, it will always perform 
the duties mless and mtil the mit fails. EPR.01 devices, al.so user 
programmable, al.low the user to erase the instructions currently . 
residing in the chip, usually by exposure to ultraviolet light, and the 
chip may then be reprogrammed to perform a different set of tasks. 
IR.01 and EPR.01 are mt yet coomonly used in microcomputers. 

The use of R01 is usually fixed for a given compucer, and it is mt 
mcessary to make any decisions about it. It is helpful to have an 
understanding of it , because the special characteristics of oome rew 
machines make use of it. In oome situations a large aoount of material, 
such as the operating system and s:,me programs, is permanently 
programi:ood in RCM. This relps to make a machine easy to q,erate; you 
turn it on and it is fumadiately ready to use, without loading a 
program. Other mchines provide locations ~re RCM chips containing 
programs can be plugged in, instead of loading the programs from disk
ettes. 

Random Access Memory (RAM) 

Random access meroory, like RCN, stores instructions telling the 
CPU what to do, and al.so stores data values and intermediate calcula
tions and results. The user lD.lSt load programs or data into RAM before 
using them. ·The CPU will fetch the appropriate value or instruction 
from RAM as reeded. U:llike RCM, any instruction held in RAM is lost 
\then the compucer is turned off, or if po\oler is interrupted fur any 
reason. 

. RAM re~ts. The am:>tmt of RAM needed in a microcomputer 
system can tennined from tre programs '\thich will be run and the 
amount of data to be nsnipulated. The RAM has to mld: 

1. Certain eleoonts of the operating system. 

2. l-bst, if mt all, of a program being run. 

3. I:sta being used with the program. 

4. \.k>rk space fur storage of interim calculations • 

t-bst COfllll£rcial programs specify row much nemory is required, and the 
maximum arrount of nemory the program can use . F.a.ch program manages the 
nernory differently; some shuffle program elements and data in and out of 
RAM as reeded to reduce the BDX>tmt of RAM they consune. The rrd.nimum 
aioount of nanory the computer should have is 192k, and 256k should be 
sufficient fur virtually any application. 
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RAM capacity. The aioount of n:eioory a computer can have is depen
dent on two factors : the oodress bus and the microprocessor • . The 
address bus is similar to the data bus, mentioned previously, but 
instead of carrying data, the oodress bus carries information concerning 
the location of a particular ·nemory cell. The wider the oodress bus, 
the greater the total nnnber of locations in nemory that can be indivi
dJally specified. 

The microprocessor itself is important in determining the total 
a:nount of uenory that a computer system can have. An 8 bit micropro
cessor can directly oodress ooly 65,536 menx,ry cells (64k), wiere each 
cell h>lds 1 byte or character of information. A 16 bit processor with 
an appropriately wider oodress bus can oodress CNer cne million nemory 
cells. A 32 bit processor can oodress CNer 4 million II81X>ry locations. 

Some 8 bit microcomputers have nnre than 64k of n:eioory. An 8 bit 
processor can l:Ctually only oodress 64k of n:eroory. Use of rrore than 64k 
is accomplished by means of "paging," which is analagous to the pages in 
a book. Each page can ooly h>ld s:> II1lCh information; once a page is 
:full, a new page is activated. To the computer it is as tmugh all 
n:eroory cells ~e erased and it is starting with a clean slate. In 
order to use information en previous pages , the computer must turn back 
to the earlier p:tges which slows the computing process. If an applica
tien requires roore than 64k of n:eroory ( as many software packages do) , 
the programner will try to reduce the rumber of page turns reeded. The 
user may rot even be aware of the increased ti.me required to run a . 
program of this type. A poorly designed program may switch pages very 
often, \'hi.ch will result ~ a considerable increase in program execution 
time. 

Adding RAM. Most microcomputers come with 64k or 128k of neroory 
and have oockets wiere ooditional nemory chips can be plugged in to 
increase the neroory beyond that which comes with the computer. F.arly 
IIeIOOry chips had a 16k capacity. New chips have a 64k capacity, and 
there soould be 256k chips en the narket s:>on. Thus optional nemory can 
be roded in increments of one mip . Chips of 64k give total nenory of 
128k, 192k, 256k, and so en. When the sockets provided have been 
fi.l led, an expansion board can be {llt'Chased to plug into cne of the 
slots on the bus . This board provides spaces fur ooditional rremory 
chips, as required. 

Expansion Slots 

Expansion slots are used to plug in boards providing q,tional 
Enhancements to the computer. The ''boards" are epoxy resin boards con
taining circuitry and mips which may be: 

-a program or language 
-additional neioory 
-the controller fur a peripheral revice (monitor, printer, etc.) 
-another component 
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The total rumber of ~ripherals and features that can oo included in a 
computer system is limited by the rumber of expansion slots in the basic 
computer mit. 

Some computer m:xlels preclude expansion altogether, by providing m 
expansion slots, wiile others limit the number of periphe~als that may 
be tldded. As a rule, computer m:xlels w:i.ich include expansion slots are 
preferable to those '\thich ck> mt include expansion slots. The tSes of 
expansion slots depend partly on \that features are provided as Jermanent 
parts of the computer. Sore canputers may require the use of coe expan
sion slot for a.iditional neoory, another for disk drive controllers, a 
third for a video uonitor controller to display graphics, and a fourth 
fur a printer. Other computers may provide these essential elements, 
leaving all the expansion slots for q>tional equipuent. 

Given that the virtue of a microcomputer is its limited size, the 
. number of expansion slots en any microcomputer Irf.JSt be restricted for 

this reason. Manufacturers have introduced Il1llti-function boards for 
peripherals, so that one expansion slot may serve several purposes. 
Some JX>pular peripheral boards include tldditional uenory and both 
parallel and serial ports (described mder Add-Ons), three features 
\.hi.ch separately v.UU.ld have required three expansion slots. By having a 
clear idea of Wlat you want a computer to cb for yo.i before you hly one, 
you will be able to select that particular set of equipuent and 
peripheral devices Wlich will allow you room for future expansion to 
n:eet your needs. 

.Add-Ons 

Several types of q>tions may be incorporated in the microcomputer 
to tailor it to the ~s of the system or to enhance its capabilities. 
'These include: data transmission adapters, cables, coprocessors and 
nulti-processors. 

Iata Transmission .Adapters 

A microcomputer needs to have at least one adapter, or port, for 
coommication with a printer or rrodem. Iata transmission adapters are 
essentially sophisticated outlets into mich Il1ll.ti-wired connecters to 
peripherals can be plugged . These a.iapters are of three types : 

-serial (or asynchronous) 
-parallel 
-IEEE-488 

Some computers include a serial output device or parallel output <Evice, 
or both. Ch other systems a serial or parallel output/ input port is an 
optional accessory, in mich case you will ~ to purchase . one. · These 
devices plug into the system his . The relative nerits of the ~ types 
of JX)rts for printers are <Escribed in the section on printers. 
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Parallel lnrts . A parallel a:iapter is used to plug in m9.IlY of the 
nore recent pr ters. The standard parallel c::utput revice is a 
Centronics configuraticn. N:Jn-standard parallel rutput configurations 
are typically proprietary. If you have a choice, choose the r.entronics 
standard, \lhich will fit a much wider variety of peripheral devices than 
a mn-standard port. 

Serial ports . Serial adapters are used to plug in nodems ( for 
coom.m.ications) or oome of the older printers. 'l\rlo computers can oome
ti.mes be connected directly by using serial a:lapters . h serial, or 
asynchrooous, output/input p::>rt has a standard called RS-232. Selecting 
the industry standard will assure the widest dl.oice of canpatible 
peripherals . 

IEEE-488. Che other c:utput/ input interface device wch is stan
dardized, tfuugh less COIIIOOilly found, is the IEEE-488 Connector. There 
are a number of peripheral <Evices vhich use this furm of conversion, 
including disk drives, printers, and plotters. 1he IEEE-488 standard is 
slightly different from either the parallel or serial connector in that 
the IEEE-488 is a bus netw'Ork, similar to the data bus and address bus. 
Since the IEEE-488 connection is a bus, several peripheral devices may 
be attached to a single IEEE port, mlike the parallel arxi serial ports, 
which only allow one peripheral device to re attached to a single port. 

Cables 

'lhe various components of the microcomputer eyystem are connected by 
cables . Because of· the mmy types of adapters and plugs in use there 
are many different cables to match the possible combinations. 1he cable 
nust fit the plugs at both ends, am ea.ch pin or role at CX).e end IIJ.1St be 
oorrectly matched with ea.ch pin or role at the other end. 

Chee you have identified the computer and peripherals you require, 
check with your supplier to make sure that the necessary cables are 
included. Cables may come with elements of the computer you purchase, 
or it may be necessary to rurchase some separately. For comnon con
figurations or standard equipment this is straightforward. \men buying 
urusual equipment with oonstandard interfaces special cables may need to 
be ordered. 

Coprocessors 

Special purpose microprocessors, \lhich are required cnly for a few 
special applications, are called coprocessor cnips • These chips are 
designed to perform certain specializ.ed tasks, such as I1.1Deric pro
cessing or 'WOrd processing oo the dl.ip itself. Programs my be written 
to perform the S8lie fm.ctions oo a general purpose microprocessor rut 
the _coprocessor drl.ps are faster and nore accurate than the program 
\olOUld be. 

In a coprocessor system, the primary microprocessor ( tie CPU) 
receives all of the information. Ch the basis of the information 
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:received, this microprocessor either processes the information or sends 
it to~ coprocessor better suited for the task at hand. 

The nnst COOJOOn coprocessor chip is the Intel 8087. ~ Intel 
8087 is a mnnerlc processing chip, \thich can acconmodate very precise 
nunbers represented by 80 bits. The Intel 8087 has a llLIIlber of mathema
tical fmctions built into the chip. This feature, as well as the wide 
nunber range obtained using 80 bits results in extremely quick com
p.itations and very precise results. If your application requires mathe
rratical nndelling or statistical analysis, the Intel 8087 chip may be 
desirable. In ortler to take advantage of the capabilities of the Intel 
8087 chip, the ooftware tEed nust be written to mike use of it expli
citly. Some computers provide an anpty socket 'lthere the Intel 8087 chip 
can be plugged in. 

Cbprocessors can also speed up processing. The microprocessor used 
by IB-1 runs at 4 n:egahertz. Cbe nmrufacturer has produced a replacement 
board for the IBM-PC 'lthich replaces the Intel 8088 microprocessor 
running at 4 n:eg~rtz with the Intel 80088 running at 10 mhz, resulting 
in a IIllCh faster q,erating speed. For musual applications involving 
ectremely large databases, this option may be useful. 

M.iltiprocessors 

A multiprocessor system contains two or nnre primary micropro
cessors, or CRJs . At any tine one of the microprocessors is acting as 
the CRJ. Being able to mrltch fran cne microprocessor to another gives 
the effect of having two different computers in cne machine. 

The mst COIJDIOn reason fur a nultiprocessor configuration is to 
gain access to programs written for nnre than cne microprocessor/operating 
system combination. As the 8 bit microcomputers have been available for 
the longest period of tine, many conmercial software applications have 
been developed for them using the CP /M operating system. \\hi.le there is 
an e,cpanding nmiber of software application packages available for the 
16 bit machines, written to be compatible with t-S-ros, there is still a 
gap in ooftware available fur the new 16 bit machines. 

M.iltiprocessor microc~uters. To be a,le to tEe both pools of 
software, a growing numbero new machines are available that have both 
an 8 bit microprocessor (e.g., Z-80 or CBM 6502) and a rewer 16 bit 
microprocessor (e.g. , Intel 8086 or 8088) . This al.lows ~ use of both 
CP /M based software a1d MS-ros based software. · 

A multiprocessor configuration does rot cbuble the computing power 
of a machine. Chly cne CPU is active at any given time. There are eco
romies associated with a nultiprocessor system: the two CPUs share the 
same rreroory and peripherals. Before the advent of the multiprocessor 
system, a user wanting software applications using both CP/M and MS-OOS 
had to buy two different machines with their attendant peripherals and 
n:emory. While a Illll.tiprocessor system is nnre expensive than a single 
processor system, it may be cheaper than two separate systems. 
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M.iltiprocessor boards. A similar result can be cbtained with a 
IIUltiprocessor board. It is installed in cne of the expansion slots of 
your computer. A multiprocessor board will essentially result in your 
having two different computers in cne machine and open up a new series 
of software packages capable of operating co your machines. For 
example, if you decide co m IR-f-PC with its Intel 8088 microprocessor, 
there are m.tltiprocessor boards available \olhich have the Zilog-80 
mi.croprocessor, allowing yru to run CP/M Programs. ~re are also 
IIUltiprocessor boards '\\hi.ch have the CBM 6502 microprocessor allowing 
the use of Apple ooftware. ~ usefulness of so~ of these boards may 
be limited by their oompatibility with various components of the system. 

Parallel processors. A different type of ll11ltiprocessor con
figuration is currently being e>cplored by so~ equip~nt manufacturers. 
This is a parallel processor configur-ation. In this resign, two or rrore 
identical microprocessors are assembled :in parallel, with each micropro
cessor coly perfonning a !X)rtion of the total number of tasks • Parallel 
processing increases the speed of the computer and al so allows for a 
greater rumber of complex tasks to be p:!rformed. Thus, two or rrore of 
the cheaper 16 bit microprocessors in parallel can ~proach the speed 
and enhanced operating resign :features of the newer, more expensive 32 
bit CPUs. 



CHAP1'ER 4 

Cil1MUNICATING WI'lli 'lllE CD1PU1'ER. 

A microcomputer consists of IIUCh rrore than simply a microprocessor. 
lhless there is 8:>me way to tell the microprocessor \oliat to d:, and 8:>me 
way for the microprocessor to tell you "'1a.t it has dme, a micropro
cessor is virtually useless. 'lllere must be 8:>me fonn of information 
input and wtput devices , even in the simplest of microcomputers. ~ 
rrost usual input device is the keyboard, \\bile rutput <Evices include 
nonitors, printers , and plotters . In p..1rchasing input and wtput <Evi
ces, it may al.so be recessary to consider the controllers for each 
device. In some cases the controller is provided as i::art of the micro
computer unit; however, frequently the controller must be purchased 
separately for oon-standard ~ripheral revices. 

Keyboards 

'1he nost coom:m input device fur a microcomputer is the keyboard. 
The keyboard is the primary way that the user gives information to the 
canputer. Almost all instructions and data used by the computer are 
typed in through the keyboard at least cnce. Most microcomputers 
include a keyboard as standard equipment. Keyboards can also be 
purchased separately if the cne provided is oot satisfactory. 

'fypes of Keyboard 

There are a surprising rrumber of variations between keyboards. IBM 
al.one makes c»er 150 different keyboards. F.ach keyboard has its own 
cxxnbination of overall design, key layout , l<ey mechanics, and internal 
elements. · Thle first two of these are of DX>st interest to the user. 
lhlike a typewriter lceyboard, l>hich is strictly mechanical, the micro
ccmputer keyboard is an electronic device • When a key is depressed, an 
electrical impulse is transmitted to the CPU. Most keyboards have a 
buffer, or small E10CA.111t of JieDX>ry. This nemory stores a series of key 
actions, then sends them all as a group to ~ CPU. This allows for 
110re efficient operation of the CPU. 

Ke~ design. 'llle two popular nethods of connecting the 
keyboartothe computer are incorporating the keyboard in the computer 
mit and attaching a separate keyboard to · the computer by c.able. IBM 
has recently introduced a cordless keyboard, wch is JXlYSically 
detached from the computer. Information is passed from this keyboard to 
the CPU by an infrared light beam. 

~~. In addition to the keys fuund on typewriters, canputer 
keyboaras have specialized keys to give the user nnre convenient control 
of the computer . The n.nnber of keys provided can make the keyboard 
crowded and confusing. 
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The core of nost computer keyboards is the standard ~'IY 
typewriter keyboard. Variations are made oo this to provide ~me extra 
capabilities. Some keyboards, for example, only type upper case 
letters; the shift key changes the letter keys into computer control 
functions . Often J"[lCtuation keys are rearranged to nV:lk.e .space for 
mathematical signs, such as > or <. The '(X)Sition of some keys, such as 
return, shift , and shift lock may vary between keyboards. 

Three types of special purpose keys are often provided . A nunber 
pad, like the keys oo a calculator, ffilps to enter ramerical data. 
Special keys are often provided to IIDVe the cursor, wrl.ch indicates 
where on the screen text is being entered. Other keys, such as 
''Escape,'' ''C,ontrol , '' or ~lete'' gl. ve commands directly to the computer. 

Some keyboards have special function keys . These keys have coomon 
functions or commands pre-defined, or the user may define romnands. 
These special function keys are useful , fur a single special function 
key entry may replace several key entries . As an example, a single key 
stroke may enter the coamand ''LIST'' , causing the computer to print a 
program. This single key entry replaces the four separate key entries 
required when spelling out the COIIlilaild ''LIST'' each time you wish to list 
a program. Certain roftware packages make extensive use of these spe
cial function keys. While mt a necessity, special function keys 
increase the utility and efficiency of a keyboard. 

Selection C.Onsiderations 

For a frequent user, preference between attributes of the keyboard 
is often a matter of personal taste. Most people just get used to the 
characteristics of a particular keyboard. lbwever, there are some 
designs ~ch are generally preferable to others. As the keyboard is 
the primary means you have of coomunicating with the computer it should 
be as trouble free and convenient as '(X)SSible. The three attributes of 
a keyboard which should be considered in microcomputer selection are 
user comfort , key layout, am touch. 

User comfort. The choice between a detached keyboard or an 
integrated keyboard affects the comfort and convenience of microcomputer 
use. Im integrated keyboard allows the operator to use the computer 
from only cne '(X)sition, \ohich may be tiring or uncomfortable. A 
detached keyboard allows the user to change positions easily, and can be 
oriented by the user to achieve a greater amount of ef ficiericy. Some 
keyboards can be oojusted to an angle similar to tha.t of a typewriter 
keyboard: For lengthy touch typing the height and angle of the keyboard 
are particularly important. 

Keyboard layout. The key layout is important in determining the 
convenience of a keyboard. Knowing the uses of the computer will help. 
If the computer will be used frequently fur word processing, a keyboard 
design that approaches tha.t of a standard typewriter and is familiar to 
touch typists should be selected. If the primary purpose of the com
puter will be to enter data, a rumber pad oo the keyboard is a useful 
feature. For use of some programs, particularly spreadsheets, separate 
cursor control keys are very convenient. · · 
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The placement of certain crucial keys is also important. A key 
~se ftmction is to escape from the program or erase the "10rk just 
entered should mt be placed too close to a comnonly used key, in order 
to prevent the user inadvertently hitting the escape or delete key, arrl 
wasting a long session at the computer. 

A keyboard which has II11ltifunction keys , W1ose neaning is changed 
by a shift or shift lock (e.g. , shift fur upper case letters) , should 
have an indicator that shows \thether the shift key is active or mt. 

Touch. Many microcomputer users are sensitive to t:ha way the keys 
feel when depressed. 'Ibey should be easy to type . On the other hand it 
is reassuring to have a decisive feel or click W1en the key registers. 
Touch is largely a matter of personal taste, and is mst important to 
touch typists. 

Other Input Devices 

In oodition to keyboards, several other specialized input revices 
are en the market. Some of thase , such as mice, light pens, and touch 
screeris, are ''pointing'' revices \\hi.ch are used primarily for cursor 
control · to select choices from a screen nenu. Optical scanners may be 
useful for certain data gathering, but the applications of the others in 
transit are very limited. 

Mice 

One pointing device, known as a ''Ioouse," is a hand-held instrurrent 
\\hi.ch controls the screen cursor. '1he muse is mved · over a fl.at sur
face. The mtion is converted to signals \obi.ch are used by the CPU to 
nove the cursor in the direction of the muse' s nDVement. Mechanical 
mice have a small bearing on the bottom which rolls over any type of 
surface. ~tical mice with no mving parts require a special surface 
over wch the mice are Ill)Ved. While a nDUSe does speed up cursor nDve
n:ent (you may move the cursor cpite rapidly across the screen, replacing 
the repetitive depressions of the cursor key), a IOOUSe has limited 
applic~tions for 1IOst computer use. 

Light Pens 

Another lX)inting device is a light pen. . You h:>ld the point of the 
pen close to the surface of the video screen displaying the nenu selec
tion you want . '1he pen circuitry detects the el~ctron beam at that 
point illuminating ~ p:10sphor, wch is thm converted to coordinates 
usable by the CPU to indicate your choice. 

Touch Screens 

A touch screen is available, Wlich has a system of lights and 
detectors surrounding the screen Wlich form a network overlaying the 
screen. You point at the area of the screen W1ich sh:>ws the nenu item 
of interest • Your finger interrupts ~ light beams, which ~nerates 
the coordinates at the location of interest. 



C£tical Scam.ers 

A specialized data input device \thich is \Seful for certain appli
cations is an optical scanner. Che type of scanner reads bar code sym
bols and the other type reads special alpha-m.meric characters. The bar 
code or the machine readable characters are read by a hand ~ld device 
wch is IOOVed across the symbols . 'llese input devices reduce the need 
to enter information into the computer manually, and reduce the chance 
of entering incorrect information. These devices are especially useful 
for inventory control applications, or servicing records for a large 
fleet. 

Monitors 

The rrost essential rutput device is a cathode ray tube ( CRT) or 
n:onitor, \lhich is essentially a television set without a t:lmer. The 
m:::nitor displays each keystroke entered and the results of any infor
mation mmipulation perfonned by the CPU. A monitor is an extrenely 
useful ootput device for it al lows )IOU to examine inmediately \tlat you 
have entered on the keyboard. Mistakes can be corrected with minimal 
effort, and results are ~iately available. The usefulness of the 
n:onitor is affected by the controller as DllCh as it is by the DDnitor 
itself. 

Types of Monitor 

M:mitors are included with oome microcomputers hit nust be 
purchased separately from others . There are three major differences 
between DDnitors : the design of the rronitor, the color or colors , and 
screen resolution. 

M:mitor design. Some computers have a m:mitor integrated with the 
computer and some have nonitors connected to the computer by a cable. 
Some portable computers include a snall built-in m:,nitor. Monitors 
often have a pedestal with adjustments for ~ight and angle. 

Color. M:mitors come with either rronochrome or color displays. 
There are three types of n:onochrome ( single color) rronitors available: 
white on black, green en black, and amber on black. The color depends 
on the type of phosphor used in coating the inner surface of the cath:xie 
ray tu.be. 

There are two types of color displays available: composite and RGB 
(red, green, blue) . A composite rronitor lacks the resolution of a RGB 
m:::nitor due to the physical properties of the oethod used to_ ~nerate 
the color. The composite m:,nitor produces colors in the sane way a mme 
color television does, \tlereas a RGB display produces colors digitally. 
A RGB monitor, \tlile it offers better resolution, is DllCh mre expensive 
than a comparable composite nonitor. 

Screen resolution. The screen resolution is the accuracy with 
wch the screen can display an image. It is determined by the number 
of tiny rots, or pixels ( picture elements) which · make up the screen. 
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M::>re pixels produce better resolution. Good resolution is pirticularly 
important for displaying graphics. 

Selection Considerations 

'1he major consideration in selecting a mnitor is wther you want 
to display and produce graphics. Al.though trere are other differences 
between mnitors, these dlaracteristics of the nonitor have relatively 
little effect on the usefulness of the computer system. Three charac
teristics of the mnitor w:rl.ch are ~rth considering are the flexibi
lity, the color, and the tbility to di.splay graphics . 

Flexibility. fulitors ~ch are built into a computer may offer · 
less flexibility than separate enes. ~ mst important result is that 
the position of the nonitor may not be aijusted for the user's comfort. 
The type of mnitor provided may not neet the requirEm:!nts of the 
agency; for example it may be the wrong color, too small, or not high 
enough resolution. Sore portable computers with small screens for field 
\>.Ork can be supplemented by a full size m:>nitor for convenient office 
\>.Ork. 

Color. fune of the three nonochrome m:>nitor colors, ~ite, green, 
or amEer;nas been oonclusively shown to be easier en the eyes than the 
others ; European countries have approved the use of aaber rather than 
green nonitors on the basis of lower radiation emissions. 

For mst b.isiness applications, a mnochron:e display is entirely 
satisfactory. A color display is IIDSt useful for gane applications and 
graphics; however it is enly possible to print color graphics if p.1 
have a color printer. There are color printers en the market; for tran
sit applications, their cost can probably rot be justified. A color 
nonitor graph will appear the sane as a mnochron:e nonitor graph on a 
black ink printer. 

Graphics. If graphics will reed to be di.splayed en the mnitor, a 
resolution of at least 600 x 300 pixels is required . Most m:>nitors 
offer this q.iality, rowever s,me do mt. In a:ldition, a special 
controller may be required to display graphics. 

fulitor Controllers 

'1he characteritics of the mnitor are affected by the controller 
inside the canputer, that determines the types of images that can be 
displayed en the screen. Some controllers limit the number of colunns 
of characters to 40, ·although many programs proquce 80 colunns of infor
mation. These may be replaced by an alternative controller on an expan
sion board which will di.splay 80 cohmns. A special oontroller may also 
be required to display graphics en the nonitor, or to ueke color :Images 
oo a color uonitor. These oontrollers can be cbtained en a 
color/graphics adapter board. 
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Other Displays 

Q:her kinds of displays are used in very small computers '\then size 
is critical. Che of these consists of liquid crystals, in viich 
electric currents are selectively sent through small crystals to illumi
nate or darken them. .Another type, electroluminescent display, is com
posed of a fine wire nesh '\there the intersection of two or nore wires 
luminesces men current is passed through tre two wires. The electrolu
minescent screen, mile expensive, can display the same amount of infor
mation as can a large CRT, mereas the liquid crystal display is limited 
to a width of 20-40 characters and a length of 4-8 lines. 

Printers 

The cutput of the computer use is usually pa.per ''hardcq,y" produced 
by the printer. Since this cutput may be seen by many people and used 
in many ways its appearance is important. This factor, combined with 
the range of cost, reliability and print quality of printers makes 
printer selection one of the rrost confusing and ti.me consuning parts of 
hardware selection. 

Types of Printer 

In some of the earliest microcomputer systans, it was not at all 
musual to use a converted electric typewriter as a printer; however, 
this arrangenent is mt fast enough for daily q,erations requiring 1.ar9e 
aroounts of output. The five najor categories of printer used by today s 
microcomputers are: thermal , dot-matrix, daisy wieel, thimble, and ink 
jet. Two other types of printers , the electrostatic and laser printers 
are less commonly found and are mt suitable for the transit q>erating 
envirorn:nent . The thermal , electrostatic , and laser printers require 
specially impregnated pa.per. 

Thermal. Inexpensive thermal printers are available with a runber 
of computers. These printers use special . teat sensitive pa.per to pro
duce acceptable graphics and text. 'Ibey are not' versatile for printing 
different character types or line spacings. In l:kldition the · paper tends 
to darken with age or contact with certain chemicals such as tape aire- . 
sives. Their chief virtues are compactness and low purchase cost; 

· towever, they are inadequate fur general applications. 

Ibt matrix. For day-to-day operations and in-rouse reports, a dot 
matrix pr1.nter is the conventional selection. Ibt matrix printers can 
produce graphics and text, arrl are generally inexpensive and fast. 
Printing speeds in excess of 100 characters per second are mt musual. 

The print q.iality of a dot natrix printer is mt rearly as g:>Od as 
is the quality of other types of printer; you generally sacrifice 
quality for speed. Some nore expensive dot ma.tix printers do give \that 
has been called correspondence quality print. In this print style, the 
print read actually makes two passes o.,er the line to be printed. The 
first pass prints mrmally. For the second pass, the pa.per is l:klvanced 
slightly for the second printing to fill in the gaps in the characters 
left from tre firs t pass. 
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'Ille oot matrix printing head consists of a bundle of pins held in a 
rectangular configuration. The IJDre pins contained in this 1:Jurnle, the 
higher the quality of print. The rumber of pins range from a minimum of 
5 x 7 to a usximum of 36 x 50, with a 9 x 9 or 9 x 12 configuration 
being COOJllX)n. Cllaracters are formed by selecting and raising the 
appropriate configuration of pins , mich then strike the paper. 

Daisy wheel and thimble • The daisy w.i.eel and thimble printers are 
similar in that the daisy ~1 or thimble have fully fo~ reversed 
dlaracters on them. The print they produce is of comparable quality 
with that of a typewriter and they are referred to ac:; "letter quality" 
printers. The daisy wieel or thimble are usually ma.de of plastic; if 
your primary application is · to produce large SIOOunts of carrera ready 
copy for reports, you may want to select a .printer with IJEtal wheels or 
thimbles • A metal wheel lasts longer than a plastic cne, and leaves 
cleaner, crisper impressioos . The daisy wieel and thimble printers have 
speeds in the range of 10-40 characters per second, slow men com.pared 
with the speed of a dot natrix printer but much faster than even the 
DX:>st skilled typists. These printers d:> mt produce graphics. 

Ink jet. The ink jet printer is by far the m:>st expensive. Sane 
ink jet printers have color printing capability. · In general, the ink · 
jet printer has a reservoir of ink ( color printers have four ink 
reservoirs) and a set of mzzles arranged much like the arrang~nt of 
pins in a dot matrix printer. ·To form a character, selected mzzles are 
activated and ink droplets are sprayed from the nozzles to the paper. 
Keeping the mzzles clean is extren:ely important. The ink jet printer 
is very <pi.et in q,eration. thlike the other printers, mere an 
impression is made by Iflysical contact 1:etween the paper and print ~d, 
the impression nade by the ink jet printer is ma.de roly by the spray of 
ink hitting the p:tper. 

Selection C.Onsiderations 

Toe primary consideration in selecting a printer is the type of 
material which will 1:e produced. If rosiness correspondence and reports 
will be generated, good qualit:y type is required, Wlich can 1:e provided 
by a daisy \\heel or thimble printer. For printing graphics and 
compressed tables the ~cessary flex:ihility can roly be provided by dot 
matrix or ink jet printers. 

Some general considerations to keep in mind when selecting a 
printer are the carriage width, the capability of true proportional 
spacing, the p:,.per feed DEChanism, flexibility, and type of connection. 

Carr~ width. Most printers come with carriage widths of either 
00 or 130 acters per line. Regular 81/2 x 11 paper has an 80 
dlaracter line. The wider printers use wide computer p:,.per; and acccm
rrodate legal size paper turned sideways • The extra width is useful for 
producing large tables (such as b.Jdgets). 

True proportional s~~. Some printers cxrunt the nu:nber of 
characters ca each line sert variable spaces in between the '\r,UrdS 
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available on sore letter quality printers, gives a professionally type 
set appearance. Other printers right justify by inserting a constant 
size space in between \\Ords and letters. The variable, or true propor
tional spacing is mt recessary for uost purposes. 

Paper feed. The paper feed nechanism can be either friction feed 
or tractor fued. Some printers provide lx>th. Friction feed is "1st you 
find on typewriters . A single page is inserted by hand and paper is 
a:ivanced by the friction between the carriage and rollers. · Although 
friction feed can, in theory, accoomodate continuous fan-fold paper, 
unless the continuous roll of paper is inserted with neticulous care, 
the paper will s:>0n rove out of alignment. Tractor feed uses pins en 
the carriage \\hi.ch are inserted in slots or roles en the edges of the 
paper. Tractor feed allows continoous feed~ of paper and keeps the 
paper properly aligned, although it cbes require the use of special 
paper. Some printers have an q,tional automatic cut sheet dispenser 
\\hich automatically f.eeds ordinary sheets of paper into the friction 
feed ~hanism. This allows you to use ordinary typing paper, or your 
letter l'Ead , and is alroost as fast as a tractor feed machanism . 

Flexibility. Ibt matrix or ink jet printers provide a great deal 
of flexibility to the user. In a:idition to printing graphics, shadings, 
and oo en, they c.an produce various different type, spacing, styles , etc. 
M:>st of them cane with a nenu of preprogramned types such as bold face, 
italic, subscript, compressed or d:>uble width characters, etc. This is 
particularly useful when printing large tables or spreadsheets '\Ji.ich can 
be shrunk using ccmpressed print. Some of these printers also can print 
user defined type styles, or special character printing; the user writes 
or hlys a program, telling the printer Wlich pins or mzzles to use fur 
a given character. 

For IIOst systems the flexibility provided by a dot-matrix printer 
is essential for' producing graphics, or compressed tables. If letter 
q..iality print is required either a rore expensive letter quality printer 
can be µ.irchased, or a second inexpensive letter quality printer can be 
used . It · is often preferable to buy a second printer Wlich can provide 
back-up if ooe should breakdown. 

'_!ype of connection. The romputer you have selected may detennine 
the type of connection required between the printer and computer. The 
two uost comroon oonnections between the microcomputer and printer are 
parallel or serial. A parallel connection passes eight bits of infor
mation at once,· each bit carried on its own wire. A serial connection 
passes eight bits of information one at a t~ <Ner a single wire ; the 
first bit in the data is received first, the second bit is received 
second, and oo on. 

In general a parallel connection is preferable to a serial cne, 
unless the computer and printer are uore than 50 feet apart. Because 
the signals all travel down a single wire in a serial connection, 
various coordinating nessages are required so that the receiving rom
puter knows men ea.ch group of eight bits is starting, row fast they are 
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cnning, and so oo. In a parallel connection, by contrast, each set of 
eight bits travel as 8: group, much less coordination is necessary and 
oonnecting the printer is simpler. If the cable rcP.JSt be rrore than 50 
feet long the wires in the parallel cable interfere with ea.ch other; in 
this case a serial cormection should be UC3ed. 

t-kmy computers come with a parallel or serial (asynchronous) data 
transmissions ooapter or rutlet \\here the printer can be plugged in. 
(These are discussed in Chapter 3.) If rot, it is necessary to hly a 
controller board for the printer Wl.ich provides both the controller and 
the rutlet. 

Some printers are incorporated in the same mit as the computer. 
For oosiness applications of any sort, this is a bad idea . . As the 
printer is a highly mechanical device, it is subject to faihn·e nore 
frequently than the other computer components. If the printer fails, 
and cannot be removed from the computer· mit, you may lose your computer 
for the time it takes to repair the printer. The ooly reason it 'WOUld 
be desirable to have an integrated printer is for system portability. 

Pl.otters 

A plotter is a peripheral device you may want to consider if your 
application makes intensive u;e of graphics . \bile graphing capability 
is available with nost dot mtrix printers, a plotter will allow for a 
<h:>ice of colors (by changing pens), is quicker for I!DSt applications, 
and results in neater, contirruous line drawings. Graphics d:me oo a 
plotter my range from line graphs, bar graphs and pie charts, to route 
mps. 

There are two be.sic wrieties of plotters : flat bed and drum. A 
flat bed plotter ~cepts single sheets of pa.per. Drawings are limited 
to the size of the plotter's flat bed drawing surface. Flat bed plot
ters are fotD1d with 911 x 1211

, 1111 x 1711
, or larger drawing surfaces. A 

drum plotter uses continuous rolls of pa.per, so a drawing could con
ceivably be as long as the roll of pa.per, but is restricted in width. 

Some plotters automatically change the color of pen in use. Th.is 
is <hne mder software control, that is, a conmand from the plotting· 
program will instruct the plotter to change pens. Other plotters 
require a manual pen change. 

The finer the resolution of the plotter, the scooother a curve or 
diagonal will appear. A diagonal line drawn with a plotter, upon close 
inspection, looks like stair steps. A fine resolution plotter draws a 
diagonal line in \>h.ich the risers and treads of the stairs are ve.ry 
small. The nore expensive plotters have a finer resolution, saoo 
capable of drawing line increments of .0()1". 



CHAPTER 5 

mTA STCRAGE 

The random access nem:>ry (RAM) inside the computer cnly retains 
infonnation fur as long as power :remains minterrupted. Witmut some 
form of permanent storage of the infonnation contained in RAM, the 
program and data v.UUld have to be entered nanually each time the com
puter was turned en. You could leave power oo to the n:emory at all 
ti.mes, but with a rn.llllber of different applications permanently stored in 
IIEIOOry in this fashion, you v.UUld soon run out of RAM. Mass storage 
devices allow the pennanent storage of programs and data, usually on 
some :funn of magnetic nedium, even men the computer is turned off. 

The :fuur aspects of mass storage ooscribed in this chapter are: 

1. Floppy disks 

2. Hard disks 

3. Tape storage 

4. Controllers 

'Ihe nnst usual :funns of mass storage are portable floppy disks and fixed 
hard disks. Various types of magnetic tape are occasionally used fur 
special purposes. Controllers may also reed to be p.n:-cha.sed for mass 
storage. 

Floppy Disks 

'Ille dominant nass storage oovice is the floppy disk, a rretal oxide 
coated disk '\\hi.ch magnetically stores infonnation. It is used with a 
disk d(ive, mich writes infonnation en, and reads it from, the disk. 
The process of reading from, am writing en a floppy disk is the same as 
used in tape recorders/players. A number of computer manufacturers 
integrate disk drives with the computer; t~ others make disk drives 
available as add-on components. Fach computer has its own "standard!! 
disk drive. When you select a computer, you usually selec_t the kinds of 
disk drives it uses by default. It may be wise to look for a computer 
'\\hi.ch uses a ccmnon size of disk, preferably compatible with cne of the 
coonoon :funnats . The nain choice open to you is \ohether to have one 
floppy disk or two. 
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fumber of Disk Drives 

Computers with ruilt-in disk drives include ooe drive as a 
standard configuration. Thu disk drives, or one floppy disk and ooe 
hard disk drive, are strongly recomnended fur a mmiber of applications. 
If ooly ooe disk drive is available, the user I'IPJ.St constantly switch 
disks , \Ji.ich is annoying and time consuming. Having ONO disk drives is 
also useful in another way. The disk drive, like the printer, is a 
rrechanical device. The disk drive spins the disk at a high speed. 
Because of this, the disk drive is IrP.JCh rore subject to fuilure than are 
the other components oo your computer. With cnly one disk drive 
available, if that one fails, your computer system will be virtually 
useless mtil the drive is repaired. With ONO disk drives, you can 
remove the malfunctioning drive fur repair and still have cne drive 
available for your applications. 

Sizes of Disk Drives 

Disks and disk drives come in a variety of sizes. There are 8 inch 
disks and drives, 5 1/4 inch disk and drives , and 3 1/2 inch disks and drives. 
t-bst computers use the 5 1/4 inch disks . Sane of the new models have 3 1/2 
inch disks , and the 8 inch disks are comnonly associated with the oodi
cated word processors and larger mini-computers. 

Disks of the sare size used oo different computers are mt 
recessarily transferable. Computers with the same disk size and even 
the same operating system my write data oo the disks differently, \Ji.ich 
prevents its being read by other computers. The "compatible" oomputers 
use a standard data format, making diskettes transferable between them. 

Large disks cb rot ~cessarily rold nore data than small roes. As 
described below, factors such as the density of information storage, a.oo 
disk fonnat, will affect the arount of information a disk can h>ld. 

The 5. 1/4 inch disk drives come in ONO different sizes: regular, 
\tbich are Ebout 2 1/2 inches tall, arrl ''half-height," which are cnl y about 
1 1/4 inch high. The alvantage of the half-height size is that '/01! can 
have twice as many disk drives in the space that would be occupied by a 
regular disk drive. As the tolerances of half-reight drive are extre
rrely tight, they may be nnre subject to failure than will a regular 
drive. 

Disk Capacity 

The arount of information a single disk may rold depends oo: 

-the drive 
-the operating system 
-the disk itself 
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lhuble-sided (DS) drives write roughly twice as nuch information on a 
disk as the single-sided (SS) drives. A double-sided/double rensity 
(DS/DD) 5 1/4 inch disk may told as nuch as 360k bytes of information. 
The 3 1/2 inch disk does rot ~cessarily told less information, because 
other factors may give the smaller disks a capacity of as much as 600k 
bytes. 

1he storage capacity of a disk also repends co the way the computer 
and q>erating system direct the drive to read from and write to the 
disk. The information en a disk is magnetically encoded cnto concentric 
circles called tracks, with a gap left between each track. The smaller 
the gap, the greater the aoomt of information that can be oontained co 
the disk. 

A final ~iable affecting capacity is the way the disk is orga
nized to receive information. Generally, the information is broken up 
into bundles, and each bundle is separately stored in a section of the 
disk known as a sector. Son:e disks have a rigid sized sector, a.n::i are 
known as hard-sectored disks . These sectors will generally told 512 
bytes each. If the bmdle of infonnation is smaller than 512 bytes, the 
remaining space in the sector is left blank. The other coomon nethod of 
storing information, soft sectors, allows sectors to vary in size. 
'Ihus, if the hmdle of information contains cnly 400 bytes of infor
mation, the sector is sized accordingly. The total runber of sectors co 
a given disk has a fixed upper limit, regardless of '\\½tether the disk is 
soft or hard-sectored. '1hus, on a soft-sectored disk, 11.hile the com
i;:uter manufacturer nay claim a disk storage capacity of 360k bytes, you 
may coly be Eble to use 300k bytes of storage if you have a runber of 
short sectors on the disks • 

Hard Disks 

A useful mass storage device is the Winchester disk, also referred 
to as a fixed disk or hard disk. A fixed disk can rold very large 
amomts of data, and can read and write faster than a floppy disk drive. 
A fixed disk resembles a floppy disk drive, except that it contains per
imnently installed metal magnetic disks instead of reroovable plastic 
ones. The drive spins the disk at high speeds '\\½tile reading and writing 
with magnetic heads. 

A fixed disk drive is nnst useful fur massive data storage applica
tions. If data to be manipulated fills nnre than coe coe floppy disk at 
a time a hard disk is a good alternative. Programs can also be stored 
en a fixed disk, although some comnercial software applications prevent 
you from copying the program to either a fixed or floppy disk. 

Fixed disks are increasingly being included as m integrated part 
of microcomputers ; however, there are differences between hard disks , 
and it may be v.0rth considering a separate fixed disk in order to d:>tain 
features rot fomd in the standard product . These characteristics 
include capacity, data back-up nechanisms, a.n::i data sharing. 
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Capacity 

The fixed disk can from 15 to 200 times the amount of information 
that a floppy disk lnlds. Capacities range from 5 to <»er 70 megabytes 
(million, as opposed to thousand, bytes). The remvable W:inchaster 
disks h)ld less infonnation than the truly fixed disks , al though they 
may h:> ld up to 5 negabytes • 

A rough estimate of the capacity reeded for database applications 
can be ma.de once the database applications have been identified. This 
number should be increased by a generous amount to leave space for 
tmforeseen data requirements and programs. 

09.ta Back-up 

The data stored on the fixed disk is a valuable asset. It is 
usually acctmn.tl.ated <»er m:mths and is updated frequently. If the fixed 
disk were to fail, and part or al 1 of this data were lost, recon
structing it could be difficult and time consuming. This is par
ticularly important \then precise and aiditable infonna.tion, such as 
payroll or accounting records, are maintained en the disk. Although 
reconstructing maintenance records 'WCXlld be time consuning, their loss 
\\Uuld be less disastrous. The data should be copied ~riodically onto 
sane other fonn of mass storage, \\b.ich can be U3ed to :reconstruct the 
lost data, if necessary. You could lack-up the data on floppy disks, 
but to transfer 10 megabytes of data to floppy disks with 360k capacity 
\\Uuld require several floppy disks and a lot of time. 

~vices wch will back-up fixed disk data at a reasonably fast 
speed include streaming tape, data cassettes, removable Winchaster 
disks, and video cassettes . Major differences between them are speed, 
capacity, and cost. They are included with some ha.rd disks, or can be 
purchased independently to lack-up integrated ha.rd disks. 'These media 
can also be used to store data W1ich ism longer current. 

09.ta Sharing 

Che a'.ivantage of storing data on a ha.rd disk is that it nay be 
shared by several users from different microcomputers. This is cbne by 
rooking tha ha.rd disk and ooth microcomputers together in a local area 
network. There are two reasons this may be dasirable. First, the cost 
of the ha.rd disk may be high enough that savings can be d:>tained by 
sharing that resource between several microcomputers rather than 
purchasing a separate ha.rd disk for each machine. Second, in specific 
applications it n:ay be recessary for two users to have access to the 
same up-to-date data on a continual lasis; this can be acccmplished by 
giving both access to a ha.rd disk. 

Tape Storage 

Tape devices have been comnooly used in the pa.st to store infor
netion from canputers, rowever their uses en microcomputers are limited. 
Various tape davices are used to receive information from the fixed disk 
and transmit infonnation back to the fixed disk for lack-up and archival 
purposes. 
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Cassette tape drives are used fur mass storage en inexpensive tnme 
computers. The cassette tape drives are extremely slow and lack the 
storage capacity reeded in a business environnent. 

Controllers 

\hen aiding a rrass storage device to a computer system which for
nerly did not have ore, you will need to p.irchase a device controller, 
wch is a chip that receives signals from the CPU telling the device 
WlB.t to do. The device controller resides on a ''board," an epoxy resin 
board with the device controller and associated circuitry and connec
tions. The board is plugged into the data bus of the computer. 
Different device controllers are required to q,erate a fixed disk, 
floppy disk, or tape drive. Computer systems mich come with one floppy 
disk already have a device controller. The device controller may 
control up to two or fuur floppy disk devices so you can add an addi
tional disk drive without needing to p.irchase another device controller. 



CHAPTIR 6 

OI'HER ~IMENI' 

In addition to the basic components of a computer system ( described 
in the preceding chapters) , several components may be a:lded to a com
puter for specific applications. The total number of a:lditional com
ponents "ilhich you may successfully incorporate into your system depends 
en the components and the expandability of your computer. Some com
puters are mt expandable at all and s:>me limit the total rumber of 
additional components )OU may use . Additional a:thancements that rmy be 
useful include: 

- modems 
- portable canputers 
- special data collection devices 
- print ruf fers 
- switches 
- po~ protection 
- networking 

Modems 

Che peripheral device wch i,s rot essential but may be useful · is a 
nodem (modulator-deioodulator). A modem allows ooe computer to com
mmicate with another computer, transferring data or other infonnation 
over telephone lines. The IIDdem converts the sending computer's digital 
electrical impulses into ~oustic impulses (modulates), sends those 
tonal signals over the phone line to the receiving computer's m:xlem, 
wch than deroodulates the acoustic impulses into digital electrical 
impulses, usable by the receiving computer. 

'fypes of Modem 

Several varieties of modems are available. Some nodems fit into a 
computer's expansion slot, "ilhereas others are a separate device "ilhich 
comects with the computer through a serial port . The IIOdems "ilhich fit 
into the computer itself are directly connected to the phone lines. The 
nodems \tthi.ch I11..1St be plugged into a serial port may be either ''direct" 
connected or "acoustic" coupled. The ~oustic coupler nodem has two 
cups a.,er \'which the telephone handset is placed. The direct connect 
nodems are becoming quite rpular. They generally reguire less space 
and there is less chance o extraneous ooise interfering with data 
transmissions. The ~oustic coupler is a reliable nodem and usually 
less expensive than a direct connect IDJ<lem. For n:mty years, the 
acoustic coupler nndem was the only type available because of regulatory 
restrictions en \oha.t could be directly comected to fhone lines. 



Selection Considerations 

Transmission speed. The IIDSt important consideration in selecting 
a m:xiem is the transmission rate of infonnation, meastrred in bauds (bits 
~r second). The two IIDst romnon transmission rates are 300 bauds and 
1200 bauds . A 300 baud m:xlem transmits a single spaced ~ge of infor
mation in about 2 minutes , '\Jlereas a 1200 baud mxiem takes 30 seconds to 
transmit the sane page. The IIDSt widely used standards in transmission 
are the Bell 103 for 300 baud transmission, and the Bell 212A for 1200 
baud transmissions. These standards, or protocols, allCM each computer 
to know ~t the ocher is cbing . For ex:ample, the receiving computer 
1D.1St signal ~ originating computer _tha~ it is ready to :receive infor
mation. If this is mt cbne, infonnation could easily be lost. 

Full or half-d¥-lex. Transmission can be cne-way or two-way com
nunications . A bal~lex rrodem ooly allows cne direction of infor
mation flow at a tine, mereas the full-duplex rrodem allows simultaneous 
bi-directional information transfer. Full-duplex allCMs the receiving 
computer to ech> back data it receives; this can be compared to the ori
ginal material to check for errors. t-bst rrodems are capable of both 
half-duplex and full-duplex. 

~amma.ble features. Other features found en nore expensive 
progr ~e m::>dems are au.to-dial and auto-answer. Auto di.al eliminates 
the need for the IBer to mmua.lly dial the telephone to call up and con
rect with another computer. Without auto-dial, the user calls the com
µ.iter and listens for the connect tone mich the computer will send (or 
a::>sence of connect tone if the other computer cannot accept a call). 
The user ~n connects the telephone to the rrodem, and the computers can 
then begin direct corrmunication. With auto-dial, the phone line is 
first coonected to the rrodem. The i:h,ne number (or numbers) of the com
µ.iter you want to call is stored in nenory. You merely tell your can
p.iter which rumber to call . If a connection is ma.de , you may then begin 
data transmission. 

To fully use an auto-answer IIDdem, the user must provide a 
dedicated phone line for the computer and leave the computer and IIDdem 
oo at all times, both contributing to higher operating costs. If 
another computer user wants to access information from your computer, 
they call your computer directly and the· connection is automatically 
made. Without auto-answer, the other user must first cal 1 you up, then 
you have to ·configure your system to send or receive information. The 
benefit of this approach is that you have total control c»er '\Jlo is 
accessing your information. An a.ito-answer mxlem leaves your system 
vulnerable to unauthorized access. 

Portable Computers 

The truly portable microcomputers, also called lap computers or 
briefcase portables are not strictly part of the microcomputer system, 
but may provide a valuable complement to it . These portable microcom
µ.iters are ideally suited for certain applications in the transit 
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environrent, especially if they rave a m:xiem. Still smaller data 
oollection devices, resembling hand-held calculators, may also be used 
for this purpose. 

A lap size computer allows the collection of ridership or other 
data in the field. The data can be transmitted directly to your nain 
office computer fur m1alysis. This avoids having checkers filling out 
paper furms , then entering the information into the computer at a later 
date. 'Ihe time and labor savings involved make it easier to oollect 
nore accurate and timely ridership information, aoo have it available 
for inmediate use. 

Special Data Collection Devices 

~ialized data collection devices are available fur various tran
sit fimctions. Many of these are marked as µ:trt of a turnkey system for 
specialized applications, or are built into equipment for other 
purposes. 

Aitoma.tic passenger counters (APC) and aitomated fare boxes contain 
nanory wch is med to store data fur a limited anmmt of time. Il.Iring 
the vehicle's q,eration, the APC or farebox records in meroc>ry the 
ridership or fare information fur each trip and the clock time \ohen they 
occured. The neIOOry module can be briefly plugged into a microcomputer 
in the garage to dump or transfer all the data onto the computer. The 
nanory is them erased and ready to record additional data. 

Similar systems are available to record all fuel and fluids pumped 
in the service lane. A device installed in the line rreasures the fluid 
flow aid sends the. information to the computer. These devices can ·also 
prevent fuel use mless a recognized vehicle ID nunber has been entered. 

These devices are currently available as µ:trt of comprehensive 
farebox service nonitoring or APC systems. It is oot :feasible to 
J;m:"Ch.ase them separately except in very large operations \>here the scale 
might justify the design of a data collection system by technical 
experts. 

Print Buffers 

A print ruffer is a peripheral . device "11.ich permits the micro
computer to print rutput and be med for other tasks at the same time. 
The print hlffer is a separate nemory \ohich stores information sent from 
~ computer to the printer. Woon printing, the computer can send 
information at a nuch faster rate than the printer can use . Without a 
ruffer, the computer IIl.lSt wait fur the printer to print what it has, 
before the printer sends a signal to the CPU indicating that rcore infor
netion can be accepted. This process slows cbwn the CPU considerably, 
and in some instances , :you must wait · for the entire docun:ent to be 
printed before d:>in~ anything else with the computer. A buffer will 
accept the infonnat1.on to be printed and then parcel it out to t::ha 

·printer, freeing the CPU to perform other tasks . You oo · longer ~ to 
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'1tlit for the printer to finish before you can use the computer for 
another task and there is m slowing down the tasks of the CPU. 

Print buffers may be stand alone CEvices, that is, a separate com
ponent containing the rremory or, if you have sufficient mamory in your 
canputer, you may use b.lffer enftware to set roma of the RAM aside for 
this IU1J0se. The program that converts a portion of computer rremory 
into a buffer is called a print spooler. Several manufacturers of aid
en neoory or Il1.lltifunction boards include a print spooler program with 
their product. The size of cbcuirent \rhich may be stored in a print 
b.iffer will be limited to the capacity of the buffer. <be p:1ge of text 
requires approximately 2k bytes of neroory capacity, ro a 10-page cbcu
nent will need 2Ck bytes of b.lffer space. If your typical ~plication 
results in a 15-page report, but you regularly produce a runber of 
longer documents, then yai may want to choose a buffer size capable of 
handling the longer docunent . Cb the other hand, if you cnly produce 
cne long document a year, then you will probably be better served by a 
snaller buffer. 

Switches 

There are CEvices available \ohich allow yai to connect mre than 
cne computer to a single printer, modem or hard disk. Sane of these are 
q.rl.te simple "t-switches," which allow two computers to Ehare a single 
printer. Others are far 11Dre elaborate, allowing several machines to 
connect to a printer and incorporating a buffer. 

'lhe t-switch nodel allows cnly one computer to use the printer at 
any given time. To allow the second computer to U'3e the printer, you 
nust physically change the switch setting. This is the least expensive 
option. 

'llle other CEvices allow each machine to rutput directly to a 
separate neIOOry or ruffer and the peripheral is effectively accessible 
to both computers simultaneously. Some of these CEvices also allow M 
peripherals to be connected, for example, a dot matrix printer :fur rough 
drafts and a daisy \.heel printer :fur final reports. All switching is 
carried cut under roftware control; no manual switching is ever 
necessary. 

Power Protection 

If a disruption in the electrical supply occurs mile you are 
entering or manipulating information on your computer it may erase or 
damage data stored in random access neIOOry. Electrical surges may 
damage some of the sensitive CQnponents of the computer. To protect 
against these variations in the electrical supply, \rhich include 
total power cutages, voltage drops, voltage peaks or surges, and random 
mise, a variety of line conditioners have been CEveloped . These CEvi
ces are plugged into · yair power supply and your computer is then plugged 
into the line conditioner. 
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Some of these revices protect against power surges and roise by 
filtering tre electrical current before its reaches the computer. 'Il1ese 
prevent damage to the computer itself, but cb mt prevent possible loss 
of data or interruption of the program. More expensive oovices include 
a battery as a back-up power supply. If current is interrupted fur any 
reason, the oovice automatically switches to the back-up battery for 
power. This prevents a loss of information and also protects the com
puter. M inexpensive and relatively convenient option to prevent the 
loss of large annunts of work, is to frequently save the material by 
recording it on a ma.ss storage device. 

~tworking 

''Networking'' refers to connecting several microcomputers so trey 
can share information and peripherals. ~tworking may allow several 
s:na.11 canputers to share a printer, and a large capacity hard disk 
drive. The transit system data can be stored on the fixed disk, and 
each computer in the system may tren directly access the data. Each 
computer can also share software stored on the disk, although abiding by 
licensing agreements associated with particular software packages may 
preclude the use of the software on rrore than one machine. 

Ftmction 

In concept , the network is a large data and a::idress bus with which 
the various microcomputers are connected . Each computer in the network 
has a board inserted in an expansion slot. 'The lx>ards are connected by 
a coaxial cable. The peripherals (printer, disk drive, and so on) are 
comected to one of the microcomputers; other users access them through 
the microcomputer to which they are connected. Ea.ch computer user works 
with the cru and RAM in a separate computer. The network program coor
dinates the use of the peripheral oovices so that users are queued fur 
access to the oovice. This prevents several users from accessing a file 
and manipulating it simultaneously. Some networks also provide security 
rreasures to prevent mauthorized users from opening files. F.ach network 
product has its own configuration and constraints, which affect its 
suitability for a particular system and its cost effectiveness. 

The network must be compatible with the computers and operating 
system being used. The computers must be fast enough to be d:>le to 
handle the e>ctra load of managing the network. 

Advantages and Disadvantages 

~tworks add considerably to the cost and complexity of the system, 
so it is important to ecplore the need for a network before proceeding. 
There are two main reasons for networking: 

1. To provide rrore than one computer with imnediate occess to up-to
date data files. This might also be occomplished by transferring 
data directly between computers on a regular basis ( using nodems or 



simply connecting the serial ports) or by swapping floppy diskettes 
of data. In special situations, such as lx>oking ~mand-response 
trips from several computers , networking may provide al 1 users with 
up-to-date infonnation although they may oot use it simultaneously. 

2. To reduce the rumber of i:eripheral s required by sharing them between 
canputers. In rore situations this could be ~l ly ~ll handled by 
using switches. The cost of providing a:iditional i:eripherals should 
be ~ighed against the cost of the network or switches. 

The primary danger with networking several microcomputers is that 
it may erode the speed of transactions . Several microcomputer users 
trying to access or store large amounts of data en a single disk drive 
may slow down the entire system. Sharing i:eripherals can result in a 
cost savings, but the ooditional cost of a network may eliminate those 
savings except in the smaller system where networking may oot seriously 
reduce computational efficiency. 

If your transit property is large enough that you intend to have 
several microcomputers and you are thinking of networking them, it may 
be worth considering a rrulti-user system. This type of system has a 
central computer, usually with 32 bit CPU chip, \<which is fast enough 
that it can serve a rn.nnber of users . Ea.ch user conmunicates with the 
CPU through a terminal , Wlich is essentially a keyboard and rronitor. 
Al 1 computing is cbne by the centralized tnit. This arrangement may be 
mre cost effective than networking a number of 16 bit microcomputers. 



APPENDIX A 

G..OSSARY 

hidress hls. The µlth used by tre CPU to identify locations in neoory. 

Application program. A program designed to perform a practical task, 
such as l:k::counting, parts inventory, or route costing. 

ASCll. American Standard C.ode :fur Information Interchange. A standard 
:fur representing the characters of the alphabet, nunerical digits and 
µ.mctuation in binary code (ls and Os.) 

.AsynchrOB)l.18 {X)rt . Sare as serial i:x:>rt . 

Alto dial, /u:o BllSWer DDdem. A programnable nndem which can store 
and dial teleph:>ne rumbers or answer incoming calls without user 
involvement. 

Backup. A copy of a program or data made fur protection in case the 
original is damaged . 

~IC. Beginner's All-purpose Symbolic Instruction C.ode. An easy-to
learn, high-level progranming language, much used en microcomputers . 

Baud rate. Rate of data transfer CNer telephone lines in bits per 
second. Standard rates are 300 and 1200 baud. 

BIOO. Basic Input Output System. Part of the operating system which 
controls input and c,.itput revices attached to t:tya computer, including 
the keyboard, monitor, and printer. 

Bit. Binary Digit. The gnallest division of computer data, either 
1 or O. 

Bit size. The number of bits processed as a group by a CPU micropro
cessor. 

Board. A resin board h:>lding chips and circuitry ~ich emances the 
computer's operation. Boards can be p..ircha.sed as an q,tion and plugged 
into one of tre computer's expansion slots. 

lb:>t. To tum on a computer and load the operating system into nemory, 
preparing it :fur use . 



ft.lffer. Memory used as temporary storage for data being transferred 
between the computer and a peripheral . 

fus. A path CNer vhich data travels between parts of a computer 
system. 

Centronics. 'lhe standard connection for parallel coomunication. 

Orl.p. A tiny integrated circuit etched en a silicon wafer. A chip can 
be a microprocessor or rreroory. 

Clock speed. The speed at 1Ji.ich a microprocessor operates, measured in 
negahertz or millions of cycles per second. 

Cbomand. An order to the computer to execute a task. 

C'.oomand-driven. A program used by giving rocrmands known by tre user, 
rather than by selecting from a nenu. 

Compiler. Software \lhich translates a program written in a high level 
language (source code) into binary cbject code rnderstood by the CPU. 

Controller. A microprocessor 1Ji.ich coordinates a peripheral device 
(printer or nonitor, fur example) with the CPU. 

Coprocessor. A microprocessor used to supplenent the CPU by perfonning 
specialized tasks. 

Copy protection. Techniques used by software distributors to prevent 
unauthorized copying or distribution of their programs. 

au. C.entral Processing Unit. The microprocessor that cbes the actual 
ccmputing and controls the fl.ow of information in the computer. 

CRT. Cathode Ray Tube. A video display monitor. 

Cltrsor. A marker which roves around the nnnitor screen to ~w you 
\lhere you are in the text or program. 

Iai.s~l printer. An impact printer using raised inverted letters at 
the end of tre petals of a retal or plastic "daisy". 

Ihtabase. A collection of infonnation, organized fur easy analysis and 
retrieval . May be a group of files . 

I:atabase ~- A program which allows the user to organize, build, 
and use a database. 

Ihta t:ransmi.ssL:n mapters. °=vices \-hi.ch permit the computer to 
transmit data to and receive data from peripheral devices by using a 
predefined format. 



ll:!bugger. Software wtl.ch helps a user to identify and oorrect program 
errors by following the detailed operation of the program. 

DIF. Iata Interchange Format. A standard format for data, permitting 
transfer of data between programs \Jlich use the DIF standard. 

Disk, diskette, floppy disk. A plastic magnetic disk \Jlich is the nnst 
usual nedium for recording and storing data. 

Disk drive. A piece of equipment wi.ich reads data from and writes data 
en a disk as directed by a program am the CPU. 

Ibcunentation. The naterial which accanpanies the program to teach the 
user h:>w to use it and provide information for future reference. 

Ibt matrix printer. A printer \Jlich furms letters and images from rows 
and columns of tiny dots. 

F.casable Prograumable Read Chly M:m:>ry. (Em.CM) Menory \Jlich is mt 
erased when the computer is turned off, and which can be programned and 
erased by users. 

Error trapping. A method fur dlecking input to a program by can.paring 
data with acceptable or macceptable input values and rejecting unaccep
table data with a n:essage to the user. 

El.ectrol~t di.splay. A display used en some portable computers 
in \Jlich characters are funned by wires wch glow when current is 
passed through them. 

Fxpansioo slot. See slot. 

File. A collection of data treated as cne mit \Jlich can be a program, 
a piece of text, or statistical information. 

Fl.le Manager. A program which allows the user to organize, build and 
use a file of data. 

Fixed, hard, or 'Winchester disk. A pennanently installed iretal magnetic 
disk capable of h:>lding large aroounts of information, and rapid reading 
and writing of data. 

Fbrmat. A pattern of subdividing a disk to organize the infonnation 
written on it. Al.so a standard way of writing data so that it can be 
Ulderstood by a program. 

F\J.11-t;hlplex nooem. A modem permitting data to be transferred to arxi 
£ran it simultaneously. 

Generic software. Programs \Jlich can be used as a nulti-purpose tool, 
rather than having a specific application. Word processors, 
spreadsheets or database managers are conmon examples. 



&lf-duplex uodem. A modem which can cnly transmit or receive data 
at a time. 

&lf-~ight:. A compact resign for disk drives, half ~ \Oltme of the 
standard size . 

lmd copy. Program rutput printed on ~per, as cpposed to that di.s
played on the nnnitor. 

Hard disk. Fixed disk. 

Hardware. The physical components of the computer, as opposed to the 
programs or software . 

High level language. A computer language using English-like words, 
v.hich must be translated by a compiler or interpreter before~ CPU 
can mderstand it. 

Ink jet printer. A printer '\rklich prints characters by shooting ink out 
of a grid of tiny rozzles. 

Integrated programs. Programs \ohich ~rform different :fimctions but are 
designed to be used together as a package. 

Interpreter. A program which translates a high-level language program 
into machine language step by step as it runs. 

Kilobytes. (K) About 1000 bytes of neoory. 

leyboanl. A device :resembling a typewriter keyboard used fur input of 
information to the computer . 

letter cpality printer. A printer '\rklich produces text of the sane 
quality as an electric office typewriter. 

Light pen. A device used to identify FOints oo the nonitor screen. 

Liquid crystal. A type of display found in small computers \there liquid 
is darkened by applying an electric field to it. 

Iocal Area Network. (LAN) A system of hardware and programs for con
recting microcomputers to each ocher md al lowing them to share 
~ripherals. 

Megabyte. Cne million bytes, approximately. 

Y.achine Language. The language nade up of Os and ls is mderstood by 
the CPU. 

M!:lcro. A series of spreadsheet commands, stored and ececuted as a 
group. 

~s storage. Peripheral devices , such as disk drl ves , used to store 
data. 



K!mi. A list of q,tions displayed by the program from which the user 
can select a conmarrl. 

Menu-driven. Programs \t.hi.ch are operated by the user selecting from 
IIEnus of choices. 

Microprocessor. A chip mich performs computations or controls infor
nation flow, such as the CPU. 

tt:dem. M'.xlulator-Dem:xiulator. A device mich translates data from a 
computer's serial rort into rrodulated signals to re sent aver a 
telephone line and converts inccxning signals back into a form tU1derstood 
by the computer. 

M:mochrome. A rronitor mich displays tnnes of a single color. 

t-buse. A device mich the uc;er rolls across a desktop to rrove the 
cursor. 

Hxrl.tor. The television-like display used fur viewing computer rutput. 

Kilti-processor. A computer containing two microprocessors mich can 
be selected as alternate CPUs. 

Kuti-tasking. A computer wi.ich can perform several tasks at cne titre 
by dividing CPU tine between them. 

Kilti-user. A computer mich can re used by several operators at a 
time from separate keyboard terminals. 

Cbject code. The furm of a compiled program in IMChine language wi.ich 
can re executed by the computer. 

Off-the-shelf. Software wch is widely coomercially distributed arrl 
can 1::e p..irchased at computer stores. 

(\>erating system. A master program which allows the computer to nm 
other programs by controlling flow of data retween the CPU and 
peripherals. 

• C\)tlcal scaooer. A device wi.ich reads special markings, such as oor 
codes , fur direct input tn the computer. 

:tetwm'k. See Local Area Network. 

:Package. A group of programs distributed as cne product . 

Parallel port. A port wch transmits 8 bits of data, or a byte, 
simultaneously. 

Peripherals. ~ces wch are plugged into the computer, such as disk 
drives and printers . 



Pixel. A dot on a nonitor display, many of vhich make up the image. 

Port . AA cut let through vhich the computer can coomunicate data. 

Printer. A device vhich prints ccmputer output on paper, creating hard 
ropy. 

Program. A collection of corrmands to the computer to l:e ececuted as 
a group. 

Prograomable read roly meoory. (FRCM) Blank read only memory vhich 
can have a program written on it i:ermanently. 

Protocol. Standard conventions vhich allow two cooiputers to roordinate 
conmmications. 

Random a:cess neoory. (RAM) Internal rremory on chips mich is erased 
when tre computer is turned off. 

Read roly meoory. (R<l-1) Permanently program:ned IJellX)ry vhich mlds 
programs installed by tre computer manufacturer. 

Resolution. The quality of image on a nonitor display, affected by t~ 
size md number of cbts or pixels on the display. 

Record. A collection of information treated as a unit. A number of 
records make up a file. 

RS-232-c. The standard fur serial or asynchronous p:,rts. 

Sector. A portion of a diskette treated as e11e unit fur reading and 
writing data. 

Serial port. A port through '\Jlich data is transmitted e11e bit at a 
time. Signals are used to indicate men each byte, or group of 8 bits, 
stops and starts. 

Slot. AA rut let on the bJs fur plugging in boards rontaining ~ditional 
uemory, controllers or other E!lhanceirents of the computer. 

Software. Programs and languages used with a computer oystem. 

Source code. The text of a program in a high-level language. 

Spooler. A program which resignates rome p:,rtion of RM to serve as 
buffer fur temporary storage of mterial to l:e printed. 

Spreadmeet. A program used to set q> and 1MI1ipulate large tables of 
infonnation. 

Surge protector. A device placed l:et\\leen the wall rutlet and p:,"'1er 
cable of the microcomputer to protect the computer from damaging voltage 
surges. 



System software. Software supporting application programs, including 
the operating system, programming languages and li:ilities. 

1ext Editor. A program which al lows the u;er to mter and change text 
stored in a file. 

Text funnatter. A program which al lows the user to format text for 
printing by controlling margins, page length, indentation, am ro oo. 

'Ihennal. printer. A printer "1lich forms images by heating points on 
~at sensitive paper. 

Thioble printer. M impact printer "1lich uses raised inverted letters 
oo "thimble" shaped piece. 

Track. A concentric circle oo a disk u;ed for cefining and locating 
storage sections on a disk. 

'Jl.ttori.al. A simulated application of a program provided to introduce 
users to the program. 

U::ilities. Programs used to enhance the use of the computer and 
increase control and flexibility of computer u;e. 

Vlnchester disk. Fixed disk. 

Window. M area of the rronitor screen u;ed to display different 
applications or portions of the same application. 

\brd processor. A program for mtering, editing, and formatting text 
cbcunents. 



APPENDIX B 

REFEREOCES 



SOURCES <F INFCRMATION CN MICROC01PUf.ERS 

UMrA 

Three publications by UMTA are available from: 

Their titles are: 

Microcomputer Reports 
c/o Price Williams 
962 Wayne Avenue, Suite 500 
Silver Spring, MD 20010 

Selected Readings, Volume 1, Getting Started in Microcomputers 

Selected Readings, Volume 2, Selecting a Single User System 

Software and Source Book 

Transit Industry Microcomputer Exchange (TIME) 

The Transit Industry Microcomputer Exchange is a federal sponsored 
microcomputer users group. TI-ley publish a news letter, ''TIME Capsule , '' 
and distribute public cbmain software reveloped by other users. Their 
address is: 

TIME Support Center 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
Civil Engineering ~rorent 
Troy, NY 12181 
(518) 266-6227 

National Cooperative Transit Research and Development Program (NC'IRP) 

An inventory of software oo all computers at transit agencies is being 
conducted for NCIRP. For information on the status of this project 
contact: 

Mr. Harry Smith 
Projects Engineer 
Transportation Research Board 
2101 Constitution Avenue, N.W. 
v.ashington, DC 2<¼18 
(202) 335-3224 



Periodicals 

N.unerous i:eriodicals are available w:iich offer various i:erspectives 
on the microcomputer industry and uses. They are particularly helpful 
for comparative reviews of products \ohich describe the use and attribu
tes of the type of product. Reviews of specific products vary in use
fulness, depending oo. the willingness of a particular i:eriodical to 
oonestly describe a product's shortcomings. 

Some of these i:eriodicals are obtained by most p..iblic libraries and 
they are widely available at newsstands. 

General Magazines 

l1igazines \ohich deal with the industry as a \oh)le, without focusing 
on J:¥3.rticular types of product are relpful for becoming familiar with 
the tednology and its wes. Chee a type of microcomputer has been 
selected they become less l-elpful, because material en other types of 
microcomputers may mt be relevant. 

Personal. C'anput:ing is a readable general magazine w:iich is relpful 
for its general discussions of computer uses and products. Monthly. 
$18/year. 

Personal Computing 
P.O. Box 2942 
Ibulder, 00 80322 

Ibpular C'anput:ing is a readable general magazine \ohich has useful 
overviews of product types and applications. Monthly. $15/year 

Popular Computing 
P.O. Box 307 
Martinsville, NJ 08836 

InfoWorld is a newsmagazine on the computer industry. Its 
descriptive m-holds-barred reviews of specific ooftware and hardware 
products are J:¥3.rticularly useful. Weekly. $31/year. 

Info World 
37 5 Cochituate Road 
Framingham, MA 01701 

BY'1E is a thorough, more technically oriented magazine. It contains 
comprehensive discussions of product types and ways of using microcom
puters. Monthly. $21/year. 

BYTE 
P.O. Box 590 
Martinsville, NJ 08836 



Product-Specific Magazines 

If you have ~lected a particular type of microcomputer it is relp
ful to obtain cne of the magazines specific to a microcomputer type. 
Because of their v.ell-defined focus these off fer techniques and 
suggestions of innnediate value in uc;ing the microcomputer and relp the 
reader to understand and explore the range of abilities of the machine. 

For the 111-1 PC and compatibles: 

FC \brld. Monthly. $24/year ( 14 issues) 

PC \.brld 
555 ~ Haro Street 
San Francisco, CA 94107 

R; ~azine. Bi-weekly. $'34/year 

PC Magazine 
R: Qxmrunications Corp. 
Che Park Avenue 
~w York, NY 10016 

For Apple microcomputers: 

nibble. t-bnthly. $26. 95/year 

nibble 
P.O. Box 325 
Llncoln, MA 01773 

Business Computer Magazines 

A number of i:eriodicals treat the use of computers within organiza
tions . In oodition to the technical aspects of automation these magazi
nes discuss issues of management, i:ersonnel, and CEcision-making in 
relation to computers. Many of them include microcomputers as \<\ell as 
larger computer systems. Two of these are: 

fusiness Caoputer Systems 
270 St. Paul Street 
~ver, m 80206 

llinthly, free to business i:ersonnel 
responsible for computers, $35/year 
for others 

Chqncer 18:i.sions 
P.O. Box 1417 
Riverton, NJ 00077 

16 issues/year. Free to executives 
of organizations that use computers. 
$35/year fnr others 



Software Reviews 

In independent service \.hi.ch reviews s:>ftware for the IBM PC is 
Software Digest Ratings Newsletter. Each rronthly report covers one type 
of software, and rates programs on a variety of criteria. Monthly. 
$135/year. 

foftware Digest 
Che Wynnewood Road 
Wynnewood, PA 19096 



ARTICLES CF INTERFST 

.Annual Hardware Review, PC'World, 1984. A summary of hardware products 
available for the IR1 PC by type. Provides a good O\Terview of the range 
and capabilities of products oo the m!irket. 

Chapter 3: The Canputer 

:OC World 

"The ( IlM) Compatibles Line Up. , " by Robert Wm, Vol. 2, No. 4, April 
1984, p. 102. Discussion of compatibility and evaluation of IBM 
compatible nechines . 

Personal C.anputing 

"Coprocessors: Mixing Apples and Oranges," by Paul Bonner, Vol. 8, 
tb. 2, February 1984, p. 140. 

Popular Canputing 

"IR1 Compatibility," by Michael J. Miller and Tom McMillan, Vol. 3, 
tb. 6, April 1984, p. 104. 

''New Trends in Compatibility," by Michael J. Miller and Thomas Maremaa, 
Vol. 3, No. 6, April 1984, p. 112. 

"Interfaces: Vital Links fur Your Hardware," by Dara Pear 1man, Vol. 2, 
tb. 12, p. 170. Discusses i:arallel and serial connections. 

Chapter 4: Cormrunicating with the Computer 

:OC Magazine . 

''The Line on Bar Code Readers , '' by Dick Gall , Vol . 3, No. 12, 
June 26_, 1984 . 

:OC World 

"Good Impressions", by Janette Martin aid Stuart Schwartz, Vol. 2, 
tb. 3, March 1984, p. 84. A discussion of letter quality printers and 
review of four examples . 

"Silent Running, 11 by Janette Martin, Vol. 1, No. 10, December 1983, 
p. 88. Description of ink jet printers. 

''Pick of the Plotters," by .Akshai K. Runchal, Jacob Treger, and Clement 
K. ·Tam, Vol. 2, No. 9, August 1984, p. 132. Evaluation of 3 plotters. 



Personal Computing 

"A Complete Beyer's Chide to Monitors," by Lynn \.lalker, Vol. 8, No. 6, 
June 1984, p. 162. 

Popular Computing 

"Monitors" by David Powell, Vol. 3, No. 4, February 1984, p. 122. 

Olapter 5: · Data Storage 

:OC World 

''lbw M.lch Maoory is Enough? , 11 by Danny Goodman, Vol • 2, No. 6, · 
June 1984, p. 62. 

''Hard Disk Rourrlup , ' 1 by Jonathan Sachs , Vol . 1, No • 6 , September 1983, 
p. 98. . 

Personal Computing 

''How Hard Disks Qm Save yoo Times as ~11 as Space, 11 by Robert Sehr, 
Vol. 8, No. 6, June 1984, p. 152. 

Popular C.omputing 

"A Complete Guide to the Disk," by c.arlene Char, Vol. .2, No. _7;. May 
1983, p. 106 . . 

Chapter 6: Other F.quipment 

:OC World 

''\.bit Makes lt>dems Run" and 1'1he Modem Market," by Larry Jordan, Vol. 1 ·, 
N:,. 9, Novenber 1983, pp. 54 and 88. \\bat nodems do, and 11tTIB.t to look 
for. 

'.'l.Dcal Area Networks," by Jonathan Sachs, Vol. 2, No. 7, July 1984, 
p. 69. 

Personal Computing 

"Connected! A Buyer's Guide to Modems," by Paul Bonner and Janes Keogh, 
Vol. 8, No. 4, April 1984, p. 146. 

1'A Buyer I s Chide to IBM Expansion Cards," by Olarles A. Miller, Vol. 8, 
N:>. 7, July 1984, p. 130. Includes a table oomparing products. 

''Modem Mistakes You lhn't Have to Make," by David Gable, Vol. 8, No. 6, 
June 1984, p. 120. 



Popular Computing 

11Networking: \-Jha.t 's In it fur You," by Paul Bonner, Vol. 7, No. 10, 
O:tober 1983, p. 128. 

''Buyer's Guide to Modems," by David B. Powell, Vol. 3, No. 9, July 1984. 


